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W
HEN I WAS SMALL, I loved 

cream. It was my moth-

er’s love—her oatmeal 

swam with it. She dropped cream into 

the center of tomato soup. The best 

medicine for me was a luscious bowl 

of her tapioca pudding, which became 

even more healing when I skimmed it 

of in layers, using a miniature spoon. 

Everything creamy tastes better with a 

miniature spoon.

As I grew older, I noticed that nobody 

hung around with dairy anymore and  

I began to embrace leafy greens, whole 

grains, and lean 

meats. I haven’t 

been sorry—I  

owe a lot to clean 

food. Still, to the 

chagrin of some 

vegan friends,  

I’ve remained a 

PWLD—person 

who loves dairy.  

I know in some parts that’s as welcome  

as a smoker in an ICU. Let me be 

honest, I could eat ice cream for break- 

fast. I haven’t changed that much.

Today, many of the awful things as-

sociated with dairy products are being 

reexamined, and some doctors agree 

that full-fat dairy and other saturated 

fats can be good for you, as long as 

they’re eaten in moderation (“Bring 

Back the Flavor,” p. 60). 

When I got to Prevention, I felt ner-

vous about food police. I think of the 

day not long ago in the company’s cafe-

teria: Our itness director joined me in 

line at the cash register, and I relex-

ively threw my napkin over my food: a 

few packs of string cheese, two yogurts, 

tea with half & half…and a green apple. 

“Don’t look at my tray!” I said hastily 

as she ordered a kale smoothie. But her 

smile was so accepting, it sank in that I 

wasn’t being judged. 

As a PWLD, how did this help me? 

I come back wiser from these little 

emotional journeys. And they remind 

me why we are never inished talking 

about food. Reader, you may be just 

like me with a napkin over your tray, 

but we don’t judge you here: Bring 

yourself, laws and all, and we can talk 

and even share a pint—of gelato.

I’d love to hear from you at  

barbara@prevention.com.

The editors at  
Prevention created 

shop.prevention.com 

especially for you. As 

part of our quest for 

wellness, we curated 

this trove of exception-

al products after vet-

ting every item—and 

we recommend our 

favorites. We’d love to 

hear what you think!

Dear Dairy
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SHOP.PREVENTION.COM

Editors’ Picks
Many cosmetic ingredients are so hazardous they’re banned in other 

countries. But the products we choose are safe for you and good for the 
planet. Visit shop.prevention.com to find these and other healthy picks.

TABITHA JAMES KRAAN 

ORGANIC DRY SHAMPOO

Toxin-free and convenient to use, 
this shampoo cleans hair without 
stripping away healthy oils. $34

 "At any sign of a blemish,
this is my go-o."

Devon Rutz, research editor

 

PRIM BOTANICALS ORGANIC LIP SHEEN

This gloss contains red raspberry oil for sun 
protection and manuka honey to soften. $22

APOTERRA ACTIVATED CHARCOAL  

+ DEAD SEA SALT COMPLEXION SOAP 

Activated charcoal gently removes impurities while tea 
tree and neem oils cleanse without drying skin. $12

"Perfect pop of color and   
 astes great, oo." 

Siobhan DeRemer, copy editor

"Perked up  
my blonde 
 and gray  

be�tifully."
Polly Chevalier,  

managing editor
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WILD THINGS

I loved this story and 

hope to see more in-

depth, inspiring stories 

of people’s journeys 

through life. I also 

enjoyed the article on 

yoga nidra and will be 

trying it out tonight. I’m 

also glad you switched 

to the no-ad format. In 

the past, I felt that more 

pages were devoted to 

ads than to content and 

was planning to let my 

subscription lapse. I’m 

glad I didn’t, because if 

future issues are as good 

as the August issue, I will 

be a loyal subscriber for 

many years to come.

Roberta Klein /

Byron, NY

I appreciated “Wild 

Things,” the humor 

column “Killer Sex,” the 

grand two-page spread 

of an outdoor scene with 

an inspiring quote, and 

the food news. But please 

don’t reduce the size of 

the print.

Geraldine Smith /

via e-mail

I’ve always enjoyed  

your magazine, but the  

ad-free version is the 

best ever—especially 

since I no longer have 

to trash all the ads. 

The article about the 

10 healthiest foods and 

“Wild Things” were my 

favorites, but every page 

now holds my interest. 

Susie Guest /

Salina, KS

THE NEW PREVENTION

Thank you for the new 

ad-free Prevention. 

Every page is brimming 

with fabulous informa-

tion about vibrant health 

and wellness.

Kathi Walsh /

Altamonte Springs, FL

Love it, love it, love it. 

It is the cutting edge 

of magazine reporting. 

You go right to the topic 

with no irrelevant ads. 

Speaking of “edge,” I go 

through your magazine 

CONNECT WITH US

Send your comments to letters@prevention.com. We may edit letters and use them 

in all print and electronic media. Send us your stories and your coloring page 

(the “work”). Send your personal story to readerstories@prevention.com. To submit 

artwork, visit prevention.com/art-submissions. For all submissions, please include 

your full name, address, e-mail, and phone number. We regret that we cannot 

acknowledge or return work. Must be US resident and at least 18. By submitting your 

work, you agree to grant Rodale Inc. permission to use the work worldwide for any 

purpose, including promotional purposes, in any form of media.
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Leters to 
the Editor

The August Issue



once, then bend “the 

edge” of articles I want 

to reread or tear out. 

I have received many 

useful health ideas from 

your magazine, and now 

it’s even easier to page 

through it.  

Rosanne Tollefson /

Atkin, MN 

I am a subscriber and 

absolutely love your new 

format. I get excited 

every time I see it in my 

mailbox. Thank you for 

the mindful, impactful 

update. And that color-

ing page each month…

how fun! 

Katherine Bethune /

via Facebook 

This is such a good 

magazine, I tell many 

of my patients to take a 

look at it. 

@drmohamedrx /

via Instagram

Why the huge increase in 

price for your subscrip-

tion? I guess I will no 

longer be subscribing. 

Sandy O. / St. John, IN 

A LOYAL READER’S 

REQUEST

I have been a Prevention 

reader for many years, 

but one of my particular 

needs is rarely addressed. 

I would like to see infor-

mation on how to build 

muscle without losing 

weight. Even better would 

be an article on how to 

gain weight in general. 

Barbara Flores /

Austin, TX

THE NEW SCIENCE 

OF MARIJUANA 

I’m a former fan of mari-

juana but have been sober 

for more than 17 years. I 

was surprised at the overt-

ly positive way the subject 

of ingesting substances 

was presented in your 

article [in the July 2016 

issue]. Getting stoned was 

what the story seemed to 

boil down to. The article 

was so pro-marijuana, it 

seemed suspect to me.  

I felt the story was down-

right irresponsible.  

Terry Rushbrook /

Melbourne, FL

FROM OUR READERS

Coloring page 

submitted by Linda Sabo 

of Allentown, PA. 

Color more on p. 96.
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CANDLE 
SCANDAL

No aroma says 

autumn like pump-

kin pie. But if the 

fragrance emanates 

from your mantel, not 

your oven, you might 

be smelling trou-

ble. Heavily scented 

candles can release 

limonene, a chemical 

that reacts with ozone 

to create formalde-

hyde, a known carcin-

ogen. And if a candle 

contains parain, a 

petroleum derivative, 

it may emit other 

chemicals that have 

been linked to cancer, 

as well as soot, which 

can irritate lungs. 

While no candle is 

without health risks 

(even unscented, 

petroleum-free picks 

release some soot), 

100% beeswax candles 

contain no chemicals. 

But they do have a  

subtle honey scent, 

supplied gratis by  

the bees.
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F
OR THE FIRST TIME, air pollution has 

been identiied as a leading risk factor 

of strokes worldwide, accounting for 

up to a third of deaths and disabilities 

from the condition, according to Auckland Uni-

versity of Technology. Dirty air is the cause of only 

7% of the stroke-related deaths and disabilities 

in the US—high blood pressure, high body mass 

index, and a diet low in produce are the leading 

causes—but the percentage is growing, thanks to 

surging industrial and vehicle emissions. Pollution 

can lead to strokes by increasing blood pressure 

and blood thickening, which can result in clotting.

Air Pollution’s 

New Health Threat

A BETTER 

ER VISIT FOR 

SENIORS
A new trend in 

ERs may benefit 

seniors, their family 

members, and other 

caregivers: “Geriatric 

ERs” are springing 

up across the US, 

with about 100 to 

date. These facilities 

are staffed by 

doctors and nurses 

who are trained in 

providing geriatric 

emergency care and 

handling problems 

common among 

older adults, such 

as overmedication 

and confusion, says 

Ula Hwang of New 

York’s Mount Sinai 

Hospital. Find one 

by searching online 

under “geriatric ED” or 

“senior-friendly ER.”
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A COMFY COLONOSCOPY?

A
BOUT ONE-THIRD of Americans between the 
ages of 50 and 75 have never been tested for 
colorectal cancer, even though regular screen-

ing is recommended for everyone starting at age 50. 
While colonoscopies have saved lives, the procedure, 
which is performed under anesthesia and involves 
inserting a thin tube with a tiny camera on the end 
into the colon to take photos, is often anticipated with 
unease. Now there’s a new option: the virtual colonosco-
py, which uses a low-dose CT scanner to create images 
and is therefore less invasive. While statistics show that 
the two methods are equally accurate, a virtual test 
doesn’t allow doctors to take a tissue sample if needed, 
although most patients do not require biopsies, says 
Matthew Barish, an associate professor of radiology at 
New York’s Stony Brook University School of Medicine. 
He suggests discussing the options with your doctor to 
decide which is right for you. “The best test is the one 
that the patient is most comfortable having,” he says.

ASK AN EXPERT

DID I HAVE A 

SILENT HEART 

ATTACK?
Up to 45% of all heart 

attacks are silent, 

meaning victims 

don’t have typical 

symptoms and may 

not know they’ve had 

one. Steven Nissen, 

chair of cardiovas-

cular medicine at 

Cleveland Clinic, 

explains: “When 

we ask patients 

with heart damage 

if they’ve had 

suspicious symp-

toms, they’ll recall 

when they felt like 

an elephant was on 

their chest or when 

they had arm and 

jaw pain but decided 

to ride it out. That 

was probably a heart 

attack.” Seek med-

ical help if you have 

unusual symptoms, 

even if they occurred 

months ago, as you 

may need tests or Rx 

medication. Z
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A NEW WAY 

TO VIEW

A virtual colonoscopy 

takes one-quarter the time 

of a traditional colonoscopy 

and requires no anesthesia, 

making it potentially more 

appealing for those anx-

ious about standard 

screening.  



Your Body on 
Evolution

Thousands of years of adaptation to environmental and cultural changes 

have resulted in a handful of body parts that time forgot, including these.

WISDOM TEETH

Early humans needed large 

jaws to break down raw foods 

like meat, but as our diet shift-

ed to softer, cooked foods, our 

jaws shrank, making wisdom 

teeth unnecessary.

PLICA SEMILUNARIS

This tiny fold of tissue at the inner 

corner of each eye may be a  

remnant of a third eyelid that was 

used to protect eyes from dirt, 

debris, and water. Now it helps 

drain tears and sweep foreign  

material out of our eyes.

SPINE

As we became bipedal, 

our spines curved for 

better balance, causing 

vertebrae pressure and, 

for many, back pain.

EAR MUSCLES

These may have let our 

ancestors turn their ears to 

better hear predators or prey. 

The most they do now is allow 

some talented folks to  

wiggle their ears.

PLANTARIS MUSCLE

This lower-leg muscle, 

used by mammals to 

manipulate things with 

their feet, is now so un-

necessary that 7 to 20% 

of us are born without it. 

ARRECTOR PILI

These tiny muscles attached to 

hair follicles contract with cold or 

fear, which made our body hair 

stand up for warmth and caused 

us to look larger to predators. 

Today, we don’t have enough hair 

for this to work—the reaction 

just gives us goose bumps. 
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PICTURE THIS

O
NE TYPE of meditation is so powerful that 
it may help stop panic attacks. Practicing 
inward-focused attention meditation 
diverts your brain from anxious thoughts 

by training its focus on something pleasurable (like 
Buster, below). “Attention has a limited capacity, so 
if you focus on only one positive object, it takes your 
attention away from the negative,” says Baland Jalal, 
a neuroscientist at the UK’s University of Cambridge. 
To try it, close your eyes and focus on one happy 
mental image for 5 minutes. Working up to 30 minutes 
a day and continuing for 2 months may help enlarge
your hippocampus, which is typically smaller in people 
who suffer from recurrent depression, Jalal adds.

1
6

Percentage 
of American 
women who 
doubled their 
medication use 
from 5 drugs to 
10 over 14 years, 
qualifying them 
as “heavily medi-
cated,” according 
to the Study of 
Women’s Health 
Across the Nation. 

MOVES FOR 
YOUR MOOD

Feel stronger today by 
simply changing how 

you position your body. 
Adopting these physi-

cal tweaks for 2 minutes 
can boost confidence 

and well-being.

Cross your arms 
While this may make 
you seem less ap-
proachable, the pose 
can help you tap into 
more problem-solving 
savvy when faced 
with a difficult task.

Sit up straight 
Slouching lowers 
productivity and can 
cause fatigue and 
feelings of sorrow. Sit 
straight with shoul-
ders back for energy 
and confidence. 

Force a smile
Even if you’re not 
happy, faking a smile 
that engages muscles 
around your eyes 
releases endorphins 
that help lower stress 
and boost happiness. F
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Practicing a 

specific type 

of meditation 

can help treat 

anxiety.



SLEEP DOCTOR

Put Your Phone Away!

A LITTLE 

SHUT-EYE 

SHOULD DO
Drinking coffee 

won’t energize you if 

you’ve logged fewer 

than 5 hours of sleep 

for 3 consecutive 

nights, say scientists 

at Walter Reed 

Army Institute of 

Research. Studies 

show that this lack 

of sleep can cause a 

drop in cognitive per-

formance that’s too 

steep for caffeine to 

overcome. For ideal 

mental and physical 

energy, researchers 

recommend aiming 

for at least 7 hours of 

shut-eye per night . 

If you find yourself 

coming up short, 

trade the afternoon 

caffeine boost 

for a 20-minute 

nap, which has 

been shown to be 

effective at restoring 

brainpower and im-

proving alertness.  

B
ACK IN THE DAY, your mother probably 

told you that reading under the covers with 

a lashlight would hurt your eyes. Now 

researchers at Moorields Eye Hospital and 

King’s College London say that viewing a smartphone 

screen with one eye while lying in bed in the dark 

may cause a condition called “transient smartphone 

blindness.” This occurs when the retina in the open 

eye adapts to the bright cell phone screen while the 

other adjusts to the darkness, causing temporary sight 

diiculty in one eye. The condition typically disappears 

10 to 20 minutes after putting the phone away and 

doesn’t leave lasting efects, but other research shows 

that smartphone use before bed can result in worse 

sleep quality and grogginess the next morning, so you 

may want to resist the urge to surf in bed.
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SLEEPYTIME  

SMOOTHIE 

Blend ½ cup pineapple 

chunks, ¼ cup 2% Greek 

yogurt, ¼ cup canned coco-

nut milk, ¼ cup orange juice,

¼ lg banana, and a handful 

of ice. For best results, 

sip 2 hours before 

bedtime.

SMOOTHIE OF

THE MONTH

T
HE SLEEPYTIME

smoothie con-

tains ingredients 

scientiically 

shown to help 

people fall asleep more quickly. 

Pineapple, banana, and orange 

ramp up production of the body’s 

sleep-wake hormone melatonin 

to near-peak nighttime levels, 

which can help induce sleep, 

while yogurt contains probiotics 

that may ease anxiety to help you 

unwind. Pineapple is also the 

only food source of bromelain, 

an enzyme that helps speed 

digestion, limiting the 

chance your last meal 

will keep you awake. 

80
Percentage of people who could ease their 

sleep issues by getting out of bed. Getting up 

rather than trying to force sleep prevents 

acute insomnia from becoming chronic, ac-

cording to a University of Pennsylvania study. P
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15-Minute All-Organic 
Meal for Under $15
Grain, Beet & Walnut Salad 

SERVES 4

=

2 Tbsp

olive oil

$0.44

1 med green apple, 

cored and chopped 

$0.80

2 beets, cooked

and chopped

$1.50
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NUTRITION (per serving) 402 cal, 12 g pro, 34 g carb, 6 g fiber,
8 g sugars, 25 g fat, 8 g sat fat, 187 mg sodium

½ c chopped 

parsley

$0.42

4 oz goat cheese, 

crumbled

$5.25

½ c chopped 

walnuts

$2.36

1 c each, brown rice

and quinoa, cooked  

$2.43

++ +

Toss all ingredients in a bowl and season with salt and pepper.

PULSE

Total:
$13.20
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207
Percentage increase in the size of 

the average hamburger since the 1950s, 

according to the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention.

FOOD TO FIX IT

Fighting Hot Flashes

T
HERE MAY BE  no known cure for hot lashes, but soy can 

help. Eating and drinking more of it could reduce the number 

of hot lashes you have by an average of 1.3 per day while im-

proving vaginal lubrication, reports the Journal of American 

Medicine. That’s because soy contains plant compounds called isola-

vones, which researchers believe help curb hot lashes by preventing dips 

and spikes in hormone activity.
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SOY 

SOLUTION

Aim to consume 40 to 

80 mg of soy daily from 

minimally processed foods, 

such as 1½ cups of soy milk or 

4 oz of tempeh. If you have 

a history of breast cancer 

or a thyroid condition, 

consult a doctor 

first.



PULSE

2 
6

YOUR BEST MOVE

3 Stretches to Do  
in the Car

D
AILY DRIVING can take a hefty physical 

toll, causing neck and back pain, weight 

gain, and an increased risk of heart disease 

and other health problems. Fight back with 

these stretches, which help relieve stress and boost 

blood low. Try them when stopped in traic, waiting 

at a red light, or sitting in the passenger seat. 1. SIDE RO-

TATION With hands on right thigh, twist upper body and 

head to right, looking out back window; hold 10 seconds. 

Repeat on opposite side. 2. GLUTE STRETCH With left an-

kle on right thigh above knee, lean slightly forward; hold 

30 seconds. Repeat on opposite side. 3. CAT STRETCH 

With hands at sides, lift chest up; hold 10 seconds. Then 

push back into seat, rounding back; hold 10 seconds. 

Percentage 
by which 
women are 
less likely 
to be over-
weight when 
they log 
half of their 
daily activity 
before noon, 
says a study 
from Indiana 
University.
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STRETCH
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CAT STRETCH
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M
OST CONVENTIONAL cleaning 

products are full of harsh chemicals 

like ammonium chloride derivatives, 

which can irritate lungs and skin, and 

formaldehyde-releasing substances that have been 

linked to cancer. These compounds can be espe-

cially noxious when used in the small conines of a 

bathroom. But it’s easy to make your own cleaning 

products from regular household ingredients. The 

three at right are chemical-free and efective.

CleanYourBathGreen

Glass cleaner

Steep 8 black tea bags in

11⁄2 cups boiling water. Let 

cool, remove bags, and 

transfer to spray bottle. The 

tannins in black tea act as 

a cleaning agent to dissolve 

dirt and grease, working 

as well as Windex 

without staining. 

Bathroom scrub

Combine 1 cup baking soda, 

1⁄4 cup castile soap, and 

1 Tbsp hydrogen peroxide. 

Stir until combined, then 

use to scrub sinks, tubs, and 

tile. Store in lidded Mason 

jar at room temperature.

Toilet cleaner

Combine 1 cup distilled 

white vinegar and 1⁄2 tsp

tea tree oil (shown to help 

kill bacteria) in spray bottle. 

Spray into toilet and let sit 

several minutes. Sprinkle 1⁄2

cup baking soda into toilet 

bowl and scrub with brush. 

NEED A HUG?

From the Department of Dubious Trends: the “cuddle party,”  

in which strangers snuggle in nonsexual ways. Hosted by 

certiied facilitators at rented studios, cuddle parties are said 

to bestow the beneits of human touch—lowering stress and 

stimulating the immune system.  F
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cne is common 

among adults— 

particularly adult 

women: Up to 28% of women 

(and 12% of men) over age 25 

have it. Hormones, especially 

male androgens (which are 

present in women, too), trigger 

oil production, which explains 

why acne often shows up 

around the onset of menstru-

ation and during menopause, 

when drops in estrogen cause 

an imbalance. “Acne isn’t dan-

gerous,” says Deirdre Hooper, 

an assistant clinical professor 

of dermatology at Louisiana 

State University Medical 

School. “But it can be painful, 

scarring, and distressing, espe-

cially to menopausal women 

who are also worried about 

wrinkles.” To care for your 

skin, consider these steps.

ANSWERS

73
Percentage of 

women with 

adult acne 

who also had 

acne as teens 

and say it’s  

as bad as  

or worse than 

when they 

were younger

Problem Solved!
Adult Acne 
BY RICHARD LALIBERTE
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Reduce stress

Washing skin at the end of each day prevents dirt, makeup, and dead 

skin cells from clogging hair follicles. Moisturizing afterward keeps 

skin from drying out and making oil glands more active. Use a gentle 

cleanser made for acne-prone skin and follow with a noncomedogenic 

(nonclogging) moisturizer. “Skin heals itself while you sleep, and good 

skin care prevents inlammation,” says Annie Chiu, a dermatologist 

ailiated with Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles.

Cleanse and moisturize

The lood of androgens released during stress can cause acne 

lare-ups or make existing acne worse by boosting oil production. 

“Anything you can do to minimize stress may have beneicial efects 

on the skin,” Zeichner says. Consider yoga: One study found that a 

single 90-minute session of hatha yoga (a combination of poses and 

breathing exercises) reduced perceived stress in women ages 40 to 

60; regular sessions reduced it even more. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

Steps you can take to avoid the problem

2

Studies ind that eating sugary, carb-rich foods high on the glycemic 

index (GI)—a measure of how quickly a food raises blood sugar—is 

associated with a greater likelihood of developing acne. High blood 

sugar promotes inlammation and increases oil production. “Stick to 

foods with a low GI, like whole grains, legumes, and many fruits and 

vegetables,” says Joshua Zeichner, director of cosmetic and clinical 

research at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City. 

Adjust your diet
1

3
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HOME REMEDIES

Treatments you can try yourself

“This is the strongest over-the-counter compound for treating 

acne,” says Sinae Kane, an assistant professor of dermatology at 

Duke University School of Medicine. Topical benzoyl peroxide 

works by killing acne-causing Propionibacterium acnes bacteria, 

which can cause inlammation when trapped in clogged follicles. 

Start by applying a product that contains 10% or less benzoyl per-

oxide at night, then follow with a noncomedogenic moisturizer. 

Benzoyl peroxide

ANSWERS

3

1

Tea tree oil is a potent antibacterial agent. One study 

found that a 5% tea tree oil gel reduced the number 

of mild to moderate acne lesions by more than 40% 

over 6 weeks. The oil contains a compound that 

can irritate skin, however, and some users ind that 

it makes skin itchy. “I wouldn’t use it on your whole 

face,” Chiu says, “but it’s a nice spot treatment.”

Salicylic acid
This topical anti-inlammatory loosens the protein in the outer layer 

of skin, exfoliating it and making the cells less sticky so they don’t clog 

follicles as easily. “Salicylic acid doesn’t penetrate enough to afect 

deep nodules along the jawline,” Hooper says, so it’s most efective 

against blackheads and whiteheads near the surface. Like many  

topical acne treatments, salicylic acid can dry your skin, so check 

labels for a product that also contains a moisturizer.

2

Tea tree oil
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Oral drugs
Low-dose doxycycline (Oracea) doesn’t kill bacteria but works by 

reducing inlammation. “It gets deeper into the skin through the 

bloodstream than topical medications, but the low dose makes it safer 

to use long term,” Hooper says. Estrogen-boosting birth control pills 

such as Estrostep and Yaz can also help control acne by correcting 

androgen imbalances. Another option is the oral drug spironolactone 

(Aldactone), which reduces acne by blocking the efects of androgens. 

Light therapy

2

Prescription topical treatments 
1

3

In photodynamic therapy, a dermatologist applies a light-sensitive 

compound to the face and lets it seep into skin for up to 2 hours. The 

doctor then bathes skin with a blue-wavelength light that chemically 

reacts with the topical treatment to kill P. acnes bacteria and reduce  

oil production. Studies ind that the therapy can reduce acne by  

up to 80%. Most insurance plans don’t cover it, though, and several  

sessions—costing $350 to $900 each—are usually required. 

MEDICAL TREATMENTS

What a doctor might recommend

A family of compounds related to vitamin A, retinoids such as 

tretinoin (Retin-A) work by reducing skin inlammation and 

preventing skin cells from blocking follicles. “Use these prod-

ucts at night because sunlight inactivates them,” Kane says. 

For inlamed lesions, a topical antibiotic like clindamycin kills 

bacteria that can trigger inlammation. New this year, topical 

dapsone gel (Aczone) doesn’t dry or irritate skin.



About 40% of people on these powerful meds might not need them and could improve their health 
by stopping.

P
roton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are the most efective  
stomach acid–suppressing medications for treating heart-
burn, gastroesophageal relux disease, and gastric ulcers. 

But research has linked them to many health concerns, including 
two serious ones: kidney disease and dementia.

The most 
potent and 

popular 
drugs for 

heartburn 
relief may 
not be safe 

after all. 

ANSWERS

Before You Take It
Prilosec
 BY SARAH KLEIN
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How it works

PPIs are taken daily, usually 30 minutes before break-

fast, to reduce stomach acid so there’s less chance any 

backs up into the esophagus to cause symptoms like 

burning, sour taste, and regurgitation. Omeprazole, 

the generic form of Prilosec, is one of the most popu-

lar PPIs. The over-the-counter pill costs about $17 for 

a month’s supply—a steal compared with the $300 

monthly cost for some prescription PPIs. 

The concerns

Researchers at Johns Hopkins University School of 

Medicine recently found that PPIs may increase risk 

of kidney disease by causing abnormally low levels 

of magnesium, a condition linked to the disease, says 

study author Morgan Grams. PPIs may also trigger in-

lammation that, over time, boosts kidney disease risk. 

The other new worry, risk of dementia, was discov-

ered by researchers at the German Center for Neurode-

generative Diseases, who believe the meds may change 

blood low to the brain in ways that afect memory. 

PPIs have other, longer-known concerns: They 

may raise risk of infections, as stomach acid helps kill 

harmful bacteria, although cases are rare. The drugs 

can also interact with some heart meds, making them 

less efective. And PPIs have the side efects of head-

aches and diarrhea, but both usually go away once you 

stop taking the med, and they can be limited by trying 

another over-the-counter brand.

Before you take it

“Even with these concerns, these drugs are reasonable 

for most patients to use short-term to bring relux un-

der control,” says Kenneth DeVault, chair of medicine 

at the Mayo Clinic in Florida. For those with occasional 

heartburn, 2 to 3 months on the lowest dose, typically 

10 to 20 mg per day, can control symptoms. (Patients 

who use a PPI to prevent ulcers or who have precan-

cerous esophageal lesions or GERD may need longer 

treatment.) After that, DeVault recommends tapering 

of with a doctor’s help and inding a safer next step.   

LIFESTYLE CHANGES

Gaining belly fat increases 

heartburn risk, even if 

you’re at a healthy weight. 

Avoid acid-stimulating 

high-fat foods, as well as 

alcohol and caffeine. Eat-

ing smaller, more frequent 

meals at least 3 or 4 

hours before bedtime can 

prevent acid from moving 

up the esophagus, as can 

elevating your head 6 to 9 

inches when you sleep.

ANTACIDS AND  

H2 BLOCKERS

OTC tablets or liquids like 

Tums or Mylanta have 

high-pH minerals, such as 

magnesium, calcium, and 

aluminum, that neutral-

ize acid. H2 blockers, or 

histamine H2 antagonists, 

like Pepcid, also cut acid. 

They must be taken twice 

a day but are believed to 

be safer than PPIs.

DEGLYCYRRHIZINATED 

LICORICE

DGL, made from licorice 

root and sold as a powder 

and chewable tablets, can 

curb heartburn and GERD 

symptoms by soothing 

irritated throat muscles 

and aiding digestion.  

Chew two tablets slowly or 

dissolve half a teaspoon of 

the powder on your tongue 

before or between meals.

WHAT ELSE 

WORKS? 
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M
ANY  

doctors 

insist that 

patients 

come in to 

the oice for an evaluation 

if they experience symptoms 

of a urinary tract infection: 

a burning feeling when 

urinating, a sense of urgency 

and increased frequency of 

urination, and sometimes 

voiding only small amounts 

of cloudy urine. Other doc-

tors manage UTIs by phone, 

provided their patients can 

give an adequate history of 

their symptoms. If you’ve had 

a UTI before, chances are 

you’ll recognize the signs, but 

I recommend contacting your 

doctor if you think you have 

an infection. 

Urinary tract infections de-

velop when bacteria from the 

gastrointestinal tract make 

their way into the bladder, 

which is normally sterile. 

Uncomplicated UTIs, which 

respond best to treatment, are 

very common, particularly 

in women. Because women’s 

urethras are shorter than 

men’s, bacteria don’t have as far 

to travel to reach the bladder, 

which increases the risk. About 

11% of all women in the United 

States develop a UTI once a 

year, and nearly half experience 

a UTI in their lifetimes. 

Even straightforward symp-

toms can cause signiicant 

Dr. Weil

Andrew Weil,  

MD, is founder 

and director of the 

Arizona Center 

for Integrative 

Medicine.

ANSWERS

FOODS  
THAT FIGHT 

UTIS
Try these when 

you’re tired of  

cranberry juice.

Can urinary tract 
infections be 
treated at home?
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discomfort, and a small percentage of 

untreated UTIs spread to infect the 

kidneys. The standard of care is to treat 

all UTIs with an antibiotic, typically for 

3 to 7 days. Most people begin feeling 

better within hours of 

starting treatment with 

antibiotics alone, but 

some patients are also 

given pain relievers. 

In some women, UTIs 

resolve on their own with-

out treatment. A 2013 

study found that 71% of 

a small group of women 

with UTIs who were in 

mild enough discomfort 

that they were willing to 

delay treatment reported 

improvements in their 

symptoms after 1 week, 

and none of the women developed 

kidney infections. If your symptoms are 

mild and tolerable, you may be able to 

delay treatment to see if they improve, 

but most research suggests that fewer 

than half of all uncomplicated UTIs 

clear without treatment. See your 

doctor immediately if there is blood 

in your urine or you have back pain, 

nausea, vomiting, or fever, as these can 

be signs that the infection is worsening 

or spreading. You can reduce symptoms 

as soon as you notice them by limiting 

your intake of alcohol and cafeine, 

which irritate the bladder, and drinking 

plenty of water. 

Of course, the best 

approach to UTIs is pre-

vention. After menopause, 

the risk of recurrent UTIs 

increases signiicantly—

the bladder becomes less 

elastic with age and may 

not empty completely, 

and estrogen (which 

may help increase the 

number of beneicial 

bacteria that ight infec-

tions) drops. Urinate be-

fore and after intercourse 

to cleanse the urethra of 

bacteria, keep the genital and anal 

areas clean, and wipe front to back.  

And while research has been contradic-

tory, for people with recurrent UTIs,  

I continue to recommend drinking un-

sweetened cranberry juice concentrate 

diluted with water or taking powdered 

cranberry extract capsules daily, as 

cranberries help prevent bacteria from 

adhering to bladder walls.

Blueberries

Like cranberries, they 

block bacteria from 

binding to the bladder.

Dark chocolate

Compounds called poly-

phenols may help stop 

bacterial growth.

Unsweetened yogurt

Live cultures support 

“good” gut bacteria, 

which fight infection.

1 IN 5 WOMEN
who have one UTI

will have a second.
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Tieraona Low Dog, 

MD, is a physician, 

educator, author, 

and internationally 

recognized expert in 

the fields of integra-

tive medicine and 

women’s health.

Dr. Low Dog

I 
HEAR THIS question 

often as more people 

realize the downsides  

of store-bought 

mouthwashes. Many 

contain artiicial colors, artii-

cial sweeteners like saccharin, 

and preservatives like sodium 

benzoate that you might want 

to avoid, as well as alcohol, 

which can not only cause your 

mouth to burn when you gar-

gle but also leave it feeling dry. 

While the burning is un-

pleasant, a dry mouth is more 

troubling for your health. 

Saliva helps wash away food 

particles and limits bacteria 

growth—and without enough 

saliva, these substances can 

accumulate in your mouth, 

leading to a higher risk of 

tooth decay, gum disease,  

and bad breath. 

Making your own mouth-

wash can help you avoid these 

health hazards, and it’s as 

simple as mixing a bacteria- 

killing essential oil into water. 

The choice of essential oil is 

important because many, like 

tea tree oil, efectively elimi-

nate bacteria but taste awful, 

while others have a pleasant 

taste and leave your mouth 

feeling fresh and clean.

I like to use either lem-

ongrass or thyme in my 

mouthwash recipe (at right). 

Lemongrass has been shown 

to break up dental plaque 

and can be used to treat 

gum disease, and thyme is 

a powerhouse antiseptic. 

It contains thymol, a plant 

compound that also boasts 

antibacterial and antifungal 

properties and has been an 

ingredient in Listerine for 

decades. Other fresh-tasting 

choices include peppermint 

and spearmint oils.

ANSWERS

How do I make my own 
all-natural mouthwash?
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HERBAL 
MOUTHWASH

To make a single 

batch, mix 1 drop of 

lemongrass or thyme 

essential oil into 

¼ cup of water and

shake vigorously.

You can store a larger 

quantity for up to 

4 weeks.
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Ian Kerner, PhD, 

is a licensed 

psychotherapist 

and a nationally 

recognized sexuality 

counselor.

Dr. Kerner

M
Y PATIENTS 

often look 

at me in-

credulously 

when I sug-

gest that sex can be scheduled 

just like any other activity. 

“But shouldn’t it be sponta-

neous?” they ask worriedly. 

“Shouldn’t it just happen?” 

They picture what they think 

looks like true sexual desire, 

scenarios in which two lovers 

exchange a glance, tear of 

each other’s clothes, and leap 

into bed. Indeed, in the ini-

tial throes of an infatuation, 

many of us have experienced 

spontaneous desire that feels 

urgent. But when that potent 

neurochemical cocktail 

ceases coursing through our 

veins and infatuation turns 

to familiarity, spontaneous 

sex can be hard to come by.   

    When we experience  

unpremeditated passion-

ate desire, we are allowing 

ourselves to be aroused. 

Once that desire gives way to 

something less all-consuming, 

you’ve got a challenge: Can 

you keep having good sex? 

This is where the power of   

responsive desire comes in.  

     Ordinarily, perhaps, if we’re 

“not in the mood,” then game 

over. Responsive desire lips 

that equation, consciously 

putting arousal irst. Our  

bodies react to arousal—the 

physical and psychological 

stimulation that sends blood 

to our genitals and creates 

muscular tension throughout 

our bodies. Arousal moves  

us along the pathway of exci-

tation to a release in orgasm. 

Contrary to the fantasy of 

spontaneous desire fueling 

sexual escapades, the  

arousal-before-desire model 

In the Mood for Love
For many couples, sex doesn’t “just happen.”  
It needs a jump start.

ANSWERS
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means you are willing to put your body 

through the motions, trusting that your 

mind will follow. So when I’m counsel-

ing a woman who says, “I want to want 

sex, but I just don’t want it,” I tell her 

to focus less on the wanting part and 

more on her willingness to be aroused. 

Arousal will almost inevitably lead to 

genuine desire. This responsive desire 

is like a dimmer switch that you can 

adjust gradually, not like a bright light 

you lick on and of. 

Sometimes generating arousal is 

more complicated. There’s a theory 

that the sexual brain operates a bit 

like a car: There’s an accelerator and 

a brake. The accelerator is the Sexual 

Excitation System, which responds 

to kissing, reading erotica, sharing 

fantasies and other excitors like a 

partner’s smell, having an emotional 

connection, or just feeling sexy. The 

brake, the Sexual Inhibition System, 

is activated by things like stress over 

work, lack of sleep, or feelings of 

neglect. Even if one of you wants to 

step on the gas, the inhibitors may put 

on the brake, which thwarts desire. 

Before you exercise willingness or try 

to generate arousal, do all you can 

to ensure that the excitors in your 

relationship are not overtaken by the 

inhibitors in your life. 

I’ve created an exercise for patients 

who see me for waning sex drive. It’s 

called a “willingness window.” For a  

20- to 30-minute period, a couple 

agrees to participate in an arousing 

activity without pressure to have sex. 

I ask couples to schedule two or three 

willingness windows per week. If de-

sire emerges, leading to sex, well done. 

But the real point is for partners to 

learn how to generate desire together. 

BEING WILLING 

TO HAVE SEX can lead 

to genuinely wanting 

to have sex. A half hour

 of kissing, showering, 

or even turning on 

music and dancing 

can help.

Tonight's the Night
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BODY

BY HARRIET BROWN * PHOTOGRAPHS BY JADE BEALL

Bad-mouthing your body can warp your 
self-image—and your children’s.

her weight, mine, and everyone else’s—
were rarely tactful. “You could lose 20 
pounds,” she announced at the start 
of my sophomore year of high school, 
looking me up and down. “You’d be 
able to wear cuter clothes.” 

I crept into my room, closed the 
door, and sobbed. In my imagination, 
my body, already a source of anxiety, 
ballooned into a disgusting blob. I was 

a freak, and everyone could see it—even 
my mother, who was supposed to love 
me no matter what.

I swore if I had daughters, I’d never, 
ever do that to them. I’d let them know 
from birth that they were perfect just 
the way they were. I wanted them to 
grow up knowing their worth did not 
depend on their dress size, that they 
didn’t have to lose weight to be loved.

E
very morning of her adult life, my mother stepped on  
a scale and recorded her weight on a chart hanging  
on the bathroom wall. She lost and regained the same  

25 pounds a dozen times, and her comments about weight—

Mirror 
Images
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Although I never criticized my 
two daughters’ bodies, I didn’t do  
so well when it came to my own. 
I cringe now, remembering the 
times I stood in front of a full-
length mirror with my daugh-
ters nearby and said things like 
“Whoa, I had no idea my butt 
was that big!” and “Look at this 
disgusting stomach!” or “Oh my 
God, I’m never wearing a bathing 
suit again.” I would never have 
uttered any of those things about 
my daughters or anybody else, 
but I said them all the time about 
myself—in front of them. 

At the time, I didn’t realize I 
was unintentionally giving my 
daughters a blueprint for body 
hatred. Research shows that when 
parents model body dissatisfac-
tion —by either restricting their 
eating or complaining about their 
bodies—children are likely to 
follow suit and can carry those 
behaviors into adulthood. 

So, while I was horriied when 
my youngest, then 14, stood in 
front of the mirror pinching her 
thighs and complaining about 
their size, I shouldn’t have been sur-
prised. When I protested, she rolled 
her eyes and said, “If I don’t criticize 
my body, Mom, I won’t have any 
friends.” What had I done to allow my 
daughter to feel this way? 

I couldn’t undo the trash-talking, but 
I could put an end to it. It wasn’t easy. 
I’d grown up under my mother’s scru-
tiny. And research shows that even an 

ofhand comment about appearance 
from a parent can reverberate in a girl’s 
head for years, putting her at long-term 
risk of low self-esteem, depression, and 
even weight gain. I was sick of living in 
a body I was at war with. It’s a miser-
able way to be, and I decided it was 
time to do something about it—for my 
daughters and for me.

The irst thing I did was stop 
bad-mouthing myself. “Modeling 

BODY
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“

positive body image is one of 
the most important things 
we can do for our kids,” notes 
Carmen Cool, a psychother-
apist in Boulder, CO, who 
specializes in helping women 
develop healthy relationships 
with food and their bodies. 
Here are ive other strategies 
I’ve used that can help break 
the cycle of shame.

Go easier 

on yourself. 

Improving your 
body image 
starts with 
learning to 
appreciate your 
imperfections. 
Tell yourself,  
I am lovable 
just as I am. 

Drop the 

group fat talk. 
You know the drill: One 
woman complains about 
the size of her stomach, and 
others join in, competing 
to see who can be the most 
critical of her own body. This 

might seem harmless, but studies show 
that the more you participate in it, the 
worse you feel.  

Stay mum on weight. When parents 
bring up weight with their children, 
they can unwittingly trigger disordered 
eating and other negative conse-
quences. Even compliments about 
weight loss can cause damage, as they 
reinforce the idea that it’s important 

to have a speciic body type. A better 
strategy, says Katie Loth, an assistant 
professor at the University of Minneso-
ta who studies body image, is to model 
healthy eating and physical activity 
behaviors and support our daughters 
in doing the same.

Avoid diet chatter. Comments about 
calories and carbs are not only damag-
ing, but they also suck up a lot of men-
tal real estate. What pressing problems 

might we help solve if 
we spent that energy and 
intellect on something 
more meaningful?

Find deeper connec-

tions. Instead of bonding 
through body bashing, 
spend your time in more 
productive ways: Plan a 
girls’ day, cook together, 
or watch a movie. 

My mother died  
5 years ago, still dieting, 

still believing she needed to be smaller 
so people would ind her attractive 
and lovable. How I wish I could have 
persuaded her that the size of her body 
had nothing to do with who she really 
was. At least I—and my daughters, too, 
I hope—now know the truth. 

Body image expert Harriet Brown’s 
most recent book is Body of Truth: 
How Science, History, and Culture 
Drive Our Obsession with Weight—
And What We Can Do About It. She 
teaches at the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications at Syracuse 
University.

I couldn’t 
undo the 

trash-talking, 
but I could 
put an end 

to it. 
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M
any people sufering with mental illness are  
socially isolated and uncared for, as outdated 
and mistaken beliefs about mental illness 
afect the quality and availability of mental 
health services. Michelle Obama has taken 

the lead on ending this stigma so suferers, including military 
personnel, veterans, and their families, can get the help they 
need. We asked her to elaborate on this pressing issue.  

THE INTERVIEW

PREVENTION What drew you to work 

on mental health issues? 

Michelle Obama I knew that post- 

traumatic stress disorder is one of 

the signature wounds of the Iraq and 

Afghanistan wars. But I kept meeting 

service members and military spouses 

who were hesitant to ask for help because 

they thought they should be able to 

handle it themselves or that seeking help 

meant they were weak or broken. But of 

course, nothing could be further from the 

truth. Our service members, veterans, 

and their families are some of the most 

courageous, resilient folks I have ever 

met, and asking for help is always a sign 

of strength. Dr. Jill Biden [the wife of 

Vice President Joe Biden] and I launched 

Joining Forces to ask all Americans to 

support our service members, veter-

ans, and their families on the subject of 

mental health care, among other topics 

like education and employment.

A Mental 
Health Challenge

Six questions for First Lady Michelle Obama 
about her eforts to eradicate  
the stigma of mental illness

BY BARBARA O’DAIR



Michelle Obama 

hopes to change 

the national 

conversation 

about mental 

illness.
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THE INTERVIEW

PVN You’ve also been destigmatizing 

mental illness more broadly, urging 

anyone with a mental health problem  

to seek help.

MO Yes. Right now, one in four Amer-

ican adults lives with a diagnosable 

mental health condition, whether it’s 

PTSD, depression, anxiety, or some-

thing else entirely. That means that 

nearly all of us in this country are either 

dealing with this issue ourselves or 

know someone who is. So, really, the 

stigma around talking about mental 

health and getting help for it just 

doesn’t make any sense. This is an issue 

that afects us all. 

PVN What can we do if someone we care 

about is in need of mental health care?

 

MO It can be very hard to see someone 

you love struggling this way. The most 

important thing you can do is encour-

age that person to seek help. I’m proud 

that the Afordable Care Act expanded 

mental health and substance abuse 

beneits and protections to 60 million 

Americans to ensure that they can actu-

ally get the services they need. You can 

visit the Substance Abuse and Mental 

Health Services Administration website 

at samhsa.gov to learn more about 

mental health conditions and how you 

can support your friends and family who 

are dealing with them. And of course, it’s 

important to take care of yourself, too, 

and get the support you need as you help 

your loved one.

THE NEW 
SCIENCE OF PTSD
Although PTSD has long been thought 

to be an emotional response to the 

horrors of combat, new research 

suggests that in some cases it may 

be caused by physical damage to the 

brain. “We’ve begun to see what the 

‘invisible wound’ looks like,” says Dan-

iel Perl, a professor of pathology at the 

Uniformed Services University of the 

Health Sciences in Bethesda, MD.

In a June 2016 study published 

in Lancet Neurology, Perl and his 

colleagues uncovered a never- 

before-seen pattern of scarring in 

the brains of five soldiers who had 

experienced explosions at close range 

in combat. Those detonations cause 

blast waves, ultrapressurized air 

that moves faster than the speed of 

sound and exposes soldiers’ bodies 

to harmful pressure and energy. 

Previous research has shown that 

blast waves can damage the heart 

and lungs, Perl explains, and in the 

study he hypothesizes that the waves 

could affect brains, too. The brains 

of the five soldiers, all of whom had 

been diagnosed with PTSD before 

their deaths, showed unique damage 

across areas thought to be involved in 

the disease. 

“I’ve been looking at brains for 

40 years, and I’ve never seen this 

pattern of damage before,” Perl 

says. More research is needed to 

fully understand the implications, he 

cautions, but this study may inspire 

new treatments as well as preventive 

measures. —Sarah Klein
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Michelle Obama talks to soldiers at Fort Stewart army base in Hinesville, GA.

PVN  Can you tell us about the 

Campaign to Change Direction?

MO It’s focused on educating people to 

recognize ive signs that indicate some-

one they know might be dealing with a 

mental health issue. These are personal-

ity change, agitation, withdrawal, poor 

self-care, and hopelessness. Anyone 

can get involved and take the pledge to 

learn and teach the ive signs by visiting 

changedirection.org.

PVN What can the average person ofer 

to our service members, veterans, and 

military families? 

MO Jill and I like to say that each of us 

should simply do what we do best to 

honor and help our service members, 

veterans, and their families. So if you’re 

a teacher, you can learn how to support 

the military kids in your classroom. If 

you’re a health care provider, you can 

take a course about the needs of mili-

tary and veteran populations. If you’re 

an employer, you can hire a veteran or 

military spouse. Every single one of us 

can show our support and gratitude for 

our military community. 

PVN What can we teach children  

about mental health and people  

with mental illness?

MO It’s so important to talk openly 

about mental health with our kids 

and stress the importance of empathy 

and understanding. We’d never tell 

a person with cancer or a broken leg 

to just “tough it out” or that she’d be 

ine if she would just relax. We need to 

teach our kids that mental illnesses  

are just like physical illnesses and 

deserve the same kind of care  

and compassion. 
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The universe is full of  
magical things patiently  waiting 

for our wits to grow sharper.
 —EDEN PHILLPOTTS

“
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Longtime runner 
Ginny Graves

describes how she
fights pain and feels 

years younger 
with regular, 

energy-boosting
stretches.



PERFECT YOUR POSTURE 

Correct rounded shoulders 

and alleviate upper-back 

and neck pain with this 

feel-good chest opener.

Try it Stand with arms hanging 

in front of thighs, holding a belt 

or strap with hands slightly more 

than shoulder-width apart. Keep-

ing arms straight, raise arms in 

an arc overhead and back behind 

you. Pause, then slowly reverse 

movement to starting position. 

Continue for 30 seconds. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THAYER ALLYSON GOWDY

FITNESS



LOOSEN UP   

YOUR CALVES

Walking, running, and 

wearing heeled shoes 

can result in tight calves, 

which can lead to foot 

and knee pain. 

Try it Stand about 2 feet 

from a wall, facing it in 

a staggered stance, one 

foot in front of the other. 

Keeping back heel down, 

place hands on wall  

and lean against it.  

Hold 30 seconds, then 

switch legs and repeat. 

Stretch each leg twice.

Shift your weight 

to your front foot 

until you feel a 

stretch in the calf 

of your back leg.
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M
y era of Who 

needs stretch-

ing? ended with 

a bang and a 

whimper. As the 

starting gun of 

a 14-mile trail 

race sounded and I sprang forward 

just a little too enthusiastically, a jab of 

pain pierced my right hamstring. I kept 

running, slowly, but the of-and-on pain 

persisted long after I’d crossed the inish 

line. A few weeks later, my left knee 

started aching, and my left 

hip joined in a month or 

so after that. When 

I found myself 

throwing a jumbo 

bottle of ibupro-

fen into my cart 

at Costco, I made 

an appointment 

with a physical 

therapist.

In her oice, I 

enumerated my 

problems while she 

nodded sympathetically. Then she 

asked me to touch my toes. Bending 

over, I reached as far as I could—my 

ingertips stalling, to my tremendous 

surprise, midway between my knees and 

ankles. I can’t touch my toes? I thought, 

feeling a little embarrassed. Since  

when? She had me lie on her table and 

manipulated my body in various ways, 

revealing that the muscles in my chest, 

hips, and lower back were as taut as 

violin strings, indicating a lack of 

limberness that was, she told me, 

responsible for the growing list of  

woes, including neck and lower-back 

pain, that had landed me in her oice. 

Her verdict: My daily routine—sit at  

my desk writing for 8 or 9 hours, run  

4 to 6 miles, stretch 0 minutes—had 

made my body dangerously inlexible.  

I limped out of her oice with a promise 

to start limbering up. But I wondered: 

At 53, was it possible to regain my 

former lexibility? 

Geeky science journalist that I am, 

I did what I always do when I need 

answers: I started investigating—and 

quickly came across dozens of 

stretch-centric studios and 

classes around the country, 

a clear sign of growing 

demand. Apparently 

I wasn’t the only one 

in need of a lexibility 

tune-up. When I dug 

into the research, I found 

a dozen or so stretching 

studies that have yielded 

positive results—often with 

minimal time commitment from 

participants. Still, I wasn’t convinced I’d 

have the same results outside a lab. 

Seeking a pro’s opinion, I called 

David Behm, a professor of sports 

medicine at Memorial University of 

Newfoundland’s School of Human 

Kinetics and Recreation, who was 

involved in several of the clinical trials 

I’d read about, and asked him if a long-

time nonstretcher can actually become 

more limber. “We’ve looked at all age 

groups,” he told me, “and after a month 

of doing 10 minutes of stretching 3 days 

Stretch 

at Home
The simple moves on these 

pages will ease nagging aches 
and boost your flexibility in 10 

minutes a day. “For the best results, 
do them three times a week,” says 

Jeanna LeClaire Hill, a doctor of 
physical therapy at the Hospital 

for Special Surgery in 
New York City.

FITNESS
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Keep a slight 

bend in your 

knee. Don’t arch 

your lower back.

a week, our study subjects typically 

increase their range of motion 10 to 

30%—signiicant enough to make a 

diference in how you feel and move.” 

That’s less time than I spend looking 

for a parking spot every week. Time to 

ind an efective routine. 

***
As a kid I was so limber I could drop 

into splits on demand, and I assumed 

that I’d remain lexible without 

efort as I aged. Big mistake. Your 

genes, Behm told me, help determine 

whether your baseline lexibility is 

Gumby-like—but they only get you 

so far. “As you age, the composition of 

your muscles changes, and you tend to 

replace the pliable elastin with stifer 

tissue that has less give,” he says. 

And that’s only the beginning. 

Tendons, which attach muscle to bone, 

and fascia, the thin web of connective 

tissue that encloses and separates the 

muscles and organs, also stifen up 

as they lose luid with age. Injuries 

compound the problem by creating 

sticky scar tissue that prevents normal 

movement in parts of the muscle 

and fascia, making both less mobile. 

Being menopausal, I learned, doesn’t 

help either. Before reaching midlife, 

most women are more lexible than 

men, but as estrogen, which bolsters 

muscles’ suppleness, declines, so does 

the ability to scratch a mosquito bite in 

the middle of your back or even reach 

for dishes on a high shelf.

Next I called Mindy Caplan, an 

exercise physiologist certiied by the 

FITNESS
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UNLOCK YOUR HAMSTRINGS 

Stiff hamstrings don’t just make 

it impossible to touch your toes; 

they can pull on the muscles in 

the lower back, causing pain. 

Try it Lie on back with knees 

bent and feet flat on floor, hold-

ing one end of a belt or strap in 

each hand. Draw one knee in 

toward chest and place middle 

of strap around arch of foot. Ex-

tend leg toward ceiling, holding 

30 seconds. Repeat with other 

leg. Stretch each leg twice.



RELAX YOUR THIGHS 

Easing tension in the 

quadriceps not only 

feels great but can also 

improve your posture and 

reduce your risk of injury. 

Try it Stand tall with one 

hand on the back of a 

sturdy chair for support. 

Bend one knee and grab 

top of foot with hand, 

pulling it toward your body 

and pushing hips forward 

until you feel a stretch in 

front of thigh. Hold  

30 seconds. Repeat with 

other leg. Stretch each  

leg twice.

Stand tall and 

keep your abs 

engaged.
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American College of Sports Medicine, 

for advice on regaining some of my 

lexibility. She explained that exercise 

(like walking, running, cycling, or 

swimming) causes muscles to contract 

and should be balanced with lexibility 

moves that counteract the repetitive 

contractions. If you don’t make an 

efort to stay limber, she told me, your 

muscles may become so tight they 

throw your alignment out of whack—

which means that one unpleasant day 

you could be reaching for a towel on 

the loor and get a twinge in your back. 

“Eventually,” Caplan cautions me, “lack 

of stretching will catch up with almost 

everyone.” 

With that grim warning echoing 

in my head, I drive to StretchWorks, 

a studio in Redwood City, CA, for a 

60-minute class that I hope will teach 

me some lexibility-enhancing moves  

I can do at home. 

I’m lying on my back trying to 

contort my body into a stretch—knees 

crossed in the air above my hips, one 

hand grasping each ankle—when 

Tom Longo, the nimble instructor, 

kindly suggests a simpler variation for 

“those who aren’t as limber.” I glance 

around the packed studio at my bendy 

classmates. Even the 70-something guy 

next to me has better range of motion 

in his hips than I do. Clearly, Longo 

means me. I leave humbled but with 

a few simple stretches I plan to start 

implementing immediately. 

I’m tempted to blame myself for all 

the years I dismissed stretching as a 

waste of time, but as I continue talking 

with experts, I realize that even those 

who know better have had to learn 

this lesson the painful way. Deidre 

Macdonald, a 49-year-old naturo-

pathic physician in British Columbia, 

says she has advised patients for years 

to incorporate stretching into their 

routines—but didn’t follow her own 

advice until she was in her 40s, when 

years of hunching over a desk left her 

with an aching back and hand numb-

ness caused by nerve compression in 

her shoulders. “I started doing two 

stretches a couple of times a day—one 

for my chest, to open my shoulders, 

and a lunge to open up my hip lexors, 

which were tight from sitting,” she says. 

“It’s helped with everything—the back 

pain, the shoulder problems, and my 

posture.”

Macdonald’s experience under-

scores what she and other experts have 

long known: Stretching can provide 

relief from musculoskeletal-related 

pain. Alice Chen, a physiatrist at the 

Hospital for Special Surgery’s Stam-

ford Outpatient Center in Connecticut, 

says a stretching and strengthening 

program can be so efective for reliev-

ing back, neck, and hip pain that she 

rarely prescribes pain medication. 

No more NSAIDs? Now I’m even 

more excited to start limbering up. 

***
I've been sitting at my desk for several 

hours when the alarm on my phone 

chirps, reminding me it’s time to 

stretch. I get down on the loor and lie on 

my back with my right leg in the air, belt 

FITNESS
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strap around the arch of my right foot, 

and pull gently on the strap until I feel 

a slight tug in my hamstring. I breathe 

deeply, as Longo instructed, to keep 

my body relaxed. Under my skin, the 

ibers in my hamstring and the layers 

of fascia surrounding it are lengthening 

ever so slightly. My muscle spindles, a 

type of muscle iber, register the change 

in length and send that information via 

nerves to my spinal cord, triggering the 

stretch relex—which, contrary to how 

it sounds, actually causes my stretched 

muscle to contract. The slight discom-

fort I feel is a warning from the nerves 

that I shouldn’t push myself further. As 

I hold the lengthened position, however, 

the muscle spindles gradually get used 

to the stretch. After 30 seconds—the 

minimum length of time it takes to 

get the greatest beneit, according to 

research—I release my leg, rest for a 

few seconds, then repeat the move. This 

time, I can push myself a little further. 

The irst stretch warmed up the viscous, 

luidlike component of my muscle, and 

now it’s ofering less resistance. As I 

work my way through my routine, the 

viscous tissue in my chest, thighs, hips, 

and shoulders experiences the same 

warming and lengthening sensation, 

and a few minutes later I return to 

EASE YOUR ACHY HIPS

Tight hip flexors can draw the 

pelvis forward, creating low-

er-back pain. 

Try it Start by kneeling on 

floor. Place one foot in front 

of you, then slowly press hips 

forward until you feel a stretch 

in front of back thigh. Hold 

30 seconds. Repeat with other 

leg. Stretch each leg twice.

Place a rolled 

towel under your 

knee for extra 

padding.



my desk feeling more limber. As the 

days tick by, I see that having a greater 

range of motion can make a meaningful 

diference. I wake in the morning with 

fewer aches and can stand up after a few 

hours of sitting and not feel so creaky. 

When I lunge to grab a falling cofee 

mug, I don’t feel a single twinge in my 

back or hamstrings. My husband says 

my posture has improved, too, probably 

due to the “chest opener” stretch that 

I’ve become addicted to. 

After more than a month of doing 

my at-home routine, my hip, back, 

and neck pain is nearly gone, and my 

hamstrings and knees lare up only after 

4-plus-mile outings on the trail. Equally 

surprising, I’ve come to enjoy my daily 

lexibility training. It’s a great stress 

reliever, and I love that it motivates me 

to get up from my desk and give my 

brain and body a break.

Plus, I’ve become slightly obsessed 

with seeing how much I can improve. 

I’m not going to be doing splits anytime 

soon, but when I’m warmed up, I can 

bend over and almost reach my ankles. 

At an age when I’m too set in my ways 

to care about the diferences between 

Snapchat and WhatsApp, it’s nice to 

know that my muscles, at least, can still 

become more lexible.  

BLISS OUT YOUR BACK

The muscles in your upper back 

and the sides of your body can become 

tight from prolonged sitting, leading 

to pain and stiffness. This gentle 

stretch helps undo the damage. 

Try it Start in Child’s Pose with arms 

stretched out in front of you and 

forehead on floor. Without moving 

hips, walk hands to one side. Hold 

30 seconds. Repeat on opposite side. 

You’ll feel a 

stretch on the 

side of your body.

FITNESS
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When Frank Lalli became 
seriously ill, he descended 
into an incomprehensible 
world of doctors, hospitals, 
and insurance companies.  

Now he reveals how he 
became the “Health Care 
Detective” and shares the 

results of his sleuthing. 

Get the 

Health Care 
YOU

DESERVE

ILLUSTRATIONS BY HARRY CAMPBELL
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XPERIENCE is 

a great teacher, 

though I’m not 

sure I’d have chosen getting multiple 

myeloma—a blood cancer—as the way 

to learn how to navigate our country’s 

broken health care system. But I’m a 

journalist, so when I got my diagnosis 

8 years ago, I couldn’t help but start to 

investigate. Like the kid reporter I once 

was and the managing editor of Money 

magazine I later became, I heard the old 

call of how and why. How 

could the drug I needed 

to stay alive cost as much 

as $17,000 a year? Or a 

staggering $204,000 if I 

purchased it elsewhere? Or 

perhaps as little as $240 if 

I knew where to look? 

Those were just a few of 

the amounts I was quoted 

when I asked 70 diferent 

sources the same question: 

What will my cancer drug 

cost me next year? Finally 

nailing down that my drug, which cost 

$570 a day at retail, would cost me only 

$2 a day widened my curiosity about 

how medicine is sold in the United States 

today. Little by little, as I learned more, 

I started calling myself the Health Care 

Detective. Eventually, after 3 years of 

reporting and interviewing more  

than 300 experts, I wrote a book titled  

Your Best Health Care Now to help people 

master the current health care system. 

I believe we have the best medicine 

in the world but close to the worst 

delivery system. Although I’m an 

educated person whose career was 

built on asking intelligent questions, 

my initial experiences deciphering my 

own health care were humbling. So I’ve 

compiled hundreds of hints and tips to 

help consumers ask the right questions, 

make smart decisions, and skillfully 

advocate for their own care. And I’ve 

collaborated with thousands of doctors 

ailiated with the Lown Institute, a 

Massachusetts-based nonproit think 

tank dedicated to helping patients get 

the care they deserve at a 

fair price. Here are some 

of the most important 

ways I’ve found to do that.

Shop Smart for  
Health Insurance
The most common 

mistake people make 

when choosing health 

insurance is focusing 

on the plans’ premiums 

rather than on the over-

all cost and quality of the 

insurance. It’s only logical that when 

insurers collect little or no premium 

from customers up front, they look to 

control costs by reducing beneits and 

shrinking their provider networks. 

Instead of ixating on the premium 

price, ind out the plan’s “actuarial 

value.” The phrase sounds complicated, 

but it’s just an insider term for a crucial 

“How could 
one drug cost 

as much as 
$204,000 a 

year—or as little 
as $240?

”
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piece of information you need: what 

percentage of your medical expenses 

your health plan expects it will actually 

pay. Most commonly, a plan’s actu-

arial value is about 80%, leaving you 

with 20% of the costs. In general, the 

higher the actuarial value, the higher 

your premiums�and the greater your 

beneits�will be.

Next, take a close look at your deduct-

ible. That’s the amount you must pay 

for medical services before your insurer 

kicks in any money. Plans with low or 

no premiums almost always have high 

deductibles. In the end, low-premium 

plans can end up ofering coverage 

largely in name only. You may not be 

paying much monthly, but when you do 

need medical care, you 

could ind that your plan 

doesn’t cover most of it. 

Approximately two-thirds 

of the people who are 

driven into bankruptcy 

each year because of 

medical bills do have 

health insurance policies. 

But it’s “Swiss cheese 

insurance,” as Families 

USA former executive 

director Ron Pollack calls 

it: “The insurance is full of 

costly holes.” 

Don’t Wait Too 
Long for a Doctor’s 
Appointment
If you have a serious 

symptom, the doctor 

should see you imme-

diately. And if not, you 

shouldn’t need to wait 

more than 2 to 3 weeks for 

a checkup with a general 

practitioner or more 

than 2 months to see a 

specialist. People who 

have Medicare can some-

times run into long delays, 

INSIDE STORY





however, because the physician can get 

hundreds of dollars more from private 

patients. Whatever the reason, don’t 

accept lengthy delays without badgering 

the doctor’s oice with daily calls to see if 

a slot has opened. 

And if your primary care doctor refers 

you to an elusive specialist, don’t hesitate 

to ask your primary to help you get the 

earliest possible appointment. Doctors 

tend to refer their patients within infor-

mal networks of provid-

ers, and the referrals may 

be reciprocated. One call 

from your doctor should 

open the specialist’s door. 

Make Sure Your 
Doctor Follows Up
Many doctors don’t speak 

to patients after a visit 

because they’re not paid 

to do so. But the Lown 

doctors I interviewed 

consider following up 

with their patients to be an essential 

medical service. Their nurses or other 

stafers call all patients within 2 or 3 

days of an appointment to check on how 

they feel and whether they’re following 

instructions. And if a patient has had a 

procedure, like a colonoscopy, a stafer 

usually calls the next day.

Some Lown doctors expressed 

concerns about patients who check 

their own lab results electronically 

in a patient portal—a special website 

that some doctors allow patients to 

access, using an assigned password, 

to view their test results and other 

medical records. The doctors worried 

that patients may not understand the 

medical terms and may misinterpret 

the results—or be shocked by a stark 

description of a dreaded diagnosis. “A 

patient portal can be a very lonely place 

to get bad news,” says Michael Fine, a 

family doctor and former director of the 

Rhode Island Department of Health.

When his oice has lab results, 

nurses call with good news. The doctor 

delivers bad news. “I 

invite the patient and a 

spouse or friend to come 

in and see me,” says Fine. 

“I keep the visit as honest 

and positive as possible 

by pivoting to speciic 

steps we should take to 

address the problem. The 

patient leaves my oice 

with a plan of action,  

knowing that I’m here to 

take care of him.”

Don’t Agree to Care 
You Don’t Really Need
There’s an epidemic of unnecessary test-

ing in this country. Too many patients 

demand tests. And too many doctors 

order them to protect against the 

exaggerated bogeyman of malpractice 

suits—and, frankly, to make an extra 

buck. A team of medical researchers at 

New York City’s Icahn School of Medi-

cine at Mount Sinai has concluded that 

many common primary care services 

are of little beneit to patients. Here 

are four of the top services that those 

doctors say are overperformed and 
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they’re not paid 
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overprescribed—and waste billions of 

dollars per year.

• Routine blood work: More than half 

of the complete blood counts ordered to 

measure levels of red and white blood 

cells and platelets are not necessary and 

waste more than $32 million a year.

• Annual EKGs to check your heart: 

Nearly one in ive of these procedures 

is worthless, wasting more than  

$16 million.

• Urinalysis: Nearly one 

in ive of these lab studies 

is also unnecessary and 

wastes $3.5 million.

• Imaging for back pain: 

Most back pain subsides 

within a month. One in 

six CT scans and MRIs 

don’t help to resolve the 

problem, wasting $175 

million.

Ask the 
Right Questions  
about Drugs
Before you accept a 

prescription from your 

doctor, ask these ques-

tions to be sure you’re 

getting what you need at 

the best price.

• Why are you prescrib-

ing this specific medi-

cine? The doctor should 

be able to clearly 

describe the beneits 

you’ll get and when you 

should expect to experi-

ence them.

• Why are you suggesting this dosage? 

Generally, you want to be able to take the 

least amount of medicine that works, for 

both health and inancial reasons.

• Is there a lower-cost generic avail-

able? On average, brand-name drugs 

cost four times as much as generics.

• Is there an over-the-counter  

alternative? A comparable nonprescrip-

tion drug may be available at a lower cost.
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• Conversely, is there a prescription 

that’s cheaper than the over-the-

counter product? Occasionally, OTC 

versions of drugs actually cost more. 

• Do you have free samples? This is the 

ive-word question that saved me more 

than $1,000 when my doctor handed me 

a stack of sample packs. 

• Do you have a manufacturer’s 

discount card for the drug? The same 

drug sales reps who leave samples in 

doctors’ oices often leave 

coupons or savings cards 

there, too.

• Is it OK to split the pill 

or take it every other day 

to cut my costs in half? 

You can save money doing 

this, but it can be danger-

ous—so you should never 

do it without checking 

with your doctor irst.

• Will you write the 

prescription for no more 

than 14 days? If you’re 

taking a drug for the irst 

time, ask for a 2-week supply rather 

than a month’s worth. That way, if the 

medicine isn’t helping or is causing 

unpleasant side efects, you can switch 

to another drug without having wasted 

too much money. 

Ask Your Doctor for a Discount
Medical costs are a lot like airline tick-

ets: They range widely and are negotia-

ble. So, yes, you can ask your doctor for 

a discount.

First, you can ofer to pay in cash. 

People with health insurance are not 

obligated to use it; they can pay cash 

legally. And now an increasing number 

of providers are accepting a lower total 

amount in cash paid on the spot than 

they could eventually collect from insur-

ance companies. By taking cash, doctors 

avoid insurance paperwork and billing 

hassles. And by paying cash, patients can 

save money, especially if they have health 

plans with sizable deductibles.

Even if you don’t pay in cash, you 

may still be able to get a 

discount. One poll found 

that more than 60% of 

patients who asked for 

discounts got them. It’s 

best to raise the issue 

before the exam begins, 

in a face-to-face talk with 

the doctor. In rare cases, 

if the patient has very 

limited resources, the 

care might even be free.

 And if, after the 

appointment, you ind 

yourself facing a bill you 

truly can’t aford, you could try calling 

the oice and ofering to pay the lower 

Medicare rate, whether or not your 

doctor is among the 90% of physicians 

who accept Medicare patients. One thing 

is certain: Patients who don’t ask for a 

discount won’t get one.   

FRANK LALLI is the author of  Your Best 

Health Care Now, © 2016 by Simon 

& Schuster. He lives in New York City, 

where he’s a correspondent for National 

Public Radio and specializes in writing 

about health care.

Medical costs 
are a lot like 
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They range 

widely and are 
negotiable.
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   Bring   
Back
         the  
   Flavor

BY SARAH TOLAND AND  

KHALIL HYMORE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

CHRISTOPHER TESTANI

Thanks to new research,  

even nutrition experts now allow 

that some saturated fat can go 

back on the menu. These six 

dishes have moderate amounts 

plus taste to spare.

FOOD
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F
SAT FAT SOURCE 
Whole-
Milk 
Yogurt
It’s counterintu-

itive, but studies 

show full-fat dairy 

trumps low-fat and 

fat-free for optimal 

weight loss while 

protecting against 

type 2 diabetes, 

possibly by in-

creasing feelings of 

fullness so you’re 

less likely to reach 

for blood sugar– 

spiking carbs.  

Full-fat dairy  

also contains 

palmitoleic acid, a 

type of fat shown 

to raise HDL 

(“good”) choles-

terol and reduce 

unhealthy blood 

triglycerides. Tip: 

Look for unflavored 

yogurt and kefir 

(flavored varieties 

usually contain 

added sugar or 

artificial sweeten-

ers) and organic 

products to avoid 

hormones, steroids, 

and pesticides.
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SAT FAT SOURCE

Bu�er
This creamy fat is not only 

big on taste, it’s also rich in 

butyric acid, a saturated fat 

that lowers chronic inflam-

mation and promotes di-

gestion. Tip: Look for butter 

from grass-fed cows’ milk, 

which has more omega-3s 

and other nutrients. 

OR THE irst half of the 

20th century, Americans 

happily ate foods high in saturated fat 

like butter, beef, and whole milk. In the 

1950s, however, the irst major study on 

diet and cardiovascular health found 

that saturated fat correlated with heart 

disease. Doctors had long known that 

good health depends on consuming some 

unsaturated fats, such as those in olive oil 

and seafood, but the national diet moved 

away from saturated fat and toward 

low-fat fare like skim milk and margarine.

Now the thinking on healthy fats is 

changing again, as many doctors contend 

that saturated fat belongs in our diets: 

Recent reports show that it may not raise 

the risk of heart disease and may even 

ofer nutritional perks. “Saturated fat is 

essential to our functioning,” says Mark 

Hyman, director of the Cleveland Clinic 

Center for Functional Medicine, who 

adds that some of the early indings on 

sat fat were lawed. “We now know that 

whole foods high in saturated fat can 

improve cholesterol quality, cognitive 

function, even metabolism,” he says.

Some research still suggests that  

saturated fat is harmful, though, so 

experts advise eating it in moderation 

and choosing unprocessed sources. Says 

Steven Nissen, chair of cardiovascular 

medicine at Cleveland Clinic, “I tell my 

patients that if they want to use a little bit 

of butter to lavor their food, it’s not a sin.”

F

WHEAT BISCUITS WITH  

PUMPKIN BUTTER

Serves 8 

Prep time: 5 minutes

Total time: 30 minutes

Heat oven to 450°F. Mix 2 cups 

whole wheat flour, 1½ Tbsp 

baking powder, and ¾ tsp 

kosher salt. Using 2 forks, add in 

4 Tbsp cold unsalted butter until 

coarse. Stir in 1 cup buttermilk 

until combined. Knead dough on 

floured surface; pat to 1" thick. 

Use floured 2½" cutter to cut 

8 biscuits. Bake on sheet until 

golden, 10 to 12 minutes. To 

make pumpkin butter, boil 1 can 

(15 oz) pumpkin puree, ½ cup 

apple cider, ¼ cup brown sugar, 

and 1½ tsp pumpkin pie spice in 

pan. Reduce to simmer, stirring, 

until thick, 15 minutes. Remove 

from heat. Add 1½ Tbsp lemon 

juice; cool. Serve with biscuits.

NUTRITION (per serving)  

193 cal, 5 g pro, 30 g carb,  

4 g fiber, 7 g sugars, 7 g fat,  

4 g sat fat, 491 mg sodium F
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SAT FAT SOURCE

Coconut
Coconut oil is 90% saturated fat, more than lard 

(40%) or butter (64%). Nearly 50% of that fat 

is lauric acid, which some research has found 

speeds up metabolism, burns belly fat, and 

improves cellular function. Coconut is the richest 

dietary source of lauric acid. Tip: Look for products 

labeled “virgin” or “pure,” which is the least-

refined type available.

Serves 6

Prep time: 15 minutes

Total time: 40 minutes

3 Tbsp coconut oil

1 med yellow onion, diced

2 cloves garlic, sliced

1 tsp coriander

1 tsp ground cumin 

1 tsp kosher salt

1 qt low-sodium vegetable

broth

1 can (13.5 oz) light coconut

milk

1 med butternut squash, 

peeled, seeded, and cut 

into chunks

1 can (15 oz) chickpeas, rinsed 

and drained

1 lime, zested and cut in wedges

Fresh cilantro and toasted 

coconut, for garnish

Melt 2 Tbsp of the oil in pot over 

medium-high heat. Add onion;

cook until softened, 3 minutes. 

Add garlic and ¾ tsp each of the 

coriander, cumin, and salt. Cook 

until fragrant, 1 minute. Stir in

broth, milk, and squash and bring 

to a boil. Reduce heat; simmer 

until squash is tender, 15 to 20 

minutes. In skillet, melt 1 Tbsp 

oil over medium-high heat. Add 

chickpeas; cook 4 minutes. Stir 

in lime zest and remaining cori-

ander, cumin, and salt. Cook until 

fragrant, 1 minute. Remove from 

heat and puree in blender. Serve 

with chickpeas and garnishes.

NUTRITION (per serving) 

246 cal, 5 g pro, 31 g carb, 

6 g fiber, 7 g sugars, 12.5 g fat, 

9.5 g sat fat, 566 mg sodium

BUTTERNUT SQUASH SOUP 

WITH CHICKPEAS



FOOD



FOOD



SAT FAT SOURCE

Pork
Pork contains a mixture of healthy fats, 

including oleic acid and stearic acid. It also 

contain high levels of niacin, shown to lower 

cholesterol and blood triglycerides. Tip: Look 

for “pasture-raised” on labels, which means 

the animal was able to forage outside and 

its meat may be higher in conjugated linoleic 

acid (CLA) and omega-3s than grain-fed pork. 

PAN-SEARED  

PORK CHOPS WITH  

SPICED APPLES

Serves 2 

Prep time: 5 minutes

Total time: 35 minutes

2 bone-in pork chops  

(¾" thick)

½ tsp kosher salt 

½ tsp black pepper

1 Tbsp olive oil

1 Tbsp unsalted butter

2 sturdy, sweet apples such  

as Pink Lady or Honeycrisp, 

peeled, cored, and cut  

into 1" slices 

1 tsp pumpkin pie spice

¼ c reduced-sodium chicken 

broth

Chopped fresh tarragon, for 

garnish

 

Heat oven to 400°F. Season pork 

with salt and pepper. Heat oil 

and butter in large ovenproof 

skillet over medium-high heat. 

Sear pork until golden crust 

forms, 4 minutes per side.  

Transfer to plate. Reduce heat  

to medium, add apples and 

pumpkin pie spice, and stir to 

combine. Add broth, scraping 

up brown bits, and cook until 

apples are just soft, 2 minutes. 

Return pork to skillet. Transfer 

to oven and roast until apples 

are tender and pork is cooked 

through, 8 minutes. Remove 

from oven and let rest 10 min-

utes. Serve with tarragon.

NUTRITION (per serving)  

488 cal, 51 g pro, 23 g carb,  

4 g fiber, 16 g sugars, 21 g fat,  

7 g sat fat, 622 mg sodium
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SAT FAT SOURCE

 Chocolate
Cocoa butter, chocolate’s primary fat, is 

mostly oleic acid—a heart-healthy mono-

unsaturated fat shown to improve insulin 

sensitivity, lower blood pressure, and pos-

sibly even fight cancer—and stearic acid, 

a type of saturated fat the liver converts 

into oleic. Chocolate, especially darker va-

rieties with more than 60% cocoa, is also 

rich in antioxidants, including phenols, 

which may lower LDL (“bad”) cholesterol. 

Tip: Look for unsweetened dark chocolate, 

which is higher in cocoa butter and antiox-

idants than milk chocolate is.

FLOURLESS CHOCOLATE 

HAZELNUT CAKE

Serves 10

Prep time: 15 minutes

Total time: 45 minutes

½ c (1 stick) unsalted butter

8 oz bittersweet chocolate, 

chopped

1 Tbsp vanilla extract

6 lg eggs, separated

Pinch of salt

½ c sugar 

¼ c bittersweet chocolate 

chips

¼ c toasted hazelnuts, 

chopped 

Confectioners’ sugar, for 

dusting

Vanilla ice cream (optional)

Heat oven to 350°F. Grease 9" 

springform pan. In bowl, micro-

wave butter and chocolate in 

increments until melted. Whisk 

in vanilla; let cool. In separate 

bowl, whisk egg yolks with salt 

and 2 Tbsp of the sugar; add 

cooled chocolate and whisk to 

combine. With electric mixer on 

medium, beat egg whites to soft 

peaks. Gradually add remaining 

sugar and beat to stiff peaks. 

Whisk ¼ of the egg white mix 

into chocolate mix; gently fold 

in remaining whites, chocolate 

chips, and nuts. Transfer batter 

to pan. Bake until toothpick in 

center comes out with crumbs, 

28 to 30 minutes. Cool on wire 

rack; remove sides of pan. Dust 

with confectioners’ sugar and top 

with ice cream, if desired.

NUTRITION (per serving)  

326 cal, 6 g pro, 25 g carb,  

2 g fiber, 19 g sugars, 25.5 g fat, 

12.5 g sat fat, 57 mg sodium

FOOD
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Continued from p. 61

SAT FAT SOURCE

Dark Meat
Dark poultry meat contains taurine, a nutrient 

that may lower the risk of heart disease in women 

with high cholesterol, according to an NYU 

Langone Medical Center study. Dark meat also 

contains heart-healthy monounsaturated fats 

like those found in olive oil and avocados, and be-

cause it has more fat—and flavor—it’s more filling. 

Tip: Look for organic poultry to avoid pesticides. 

CHICKEN STIR-FRY

Serves 4

Prep time: 20 minutes

Total time: 30 minutes

Whisk ⅓ cup less-sodium soy 

sauce, 2 Tbsp cornstarch,  

2 Tbsp honey, and 1½ tsp  

sesame oil; set aside. Heat  

1 Tbsp peanut oil in wok over 

high heat. Add ½ lb boneless, 

skinless chicken breasts, sliced, 

and ½ lb boneless, skinless 

chicken thighs, sliced, and stir 

until cooked through, 3 minutes. 

Transfer to plate. Add 1 Tbsp 

peanut oil to wok. Add 2 cloves 

garlic, thinly sliced and 1" piece 

ginger, peeled and sliced; cook 

until fragrant, 30 seconds. Add  

1 cup each broccoli florets, cau-

liflower florets, and sugar snap 

peas, halved; 1 red bell pepper, 

cut into 1" pieces; and 1 red 

onion, cut into 1" pieces. Cook 

until crisp-tender, 2 minutes. 

Return chicken to wok; add sauce 

mixture. Cook, stirring, until 

sauce thickens, 2 minutes. Top 

with 2 scallions, thinly sliced, 

and toasted sesame seeds.  

Serve over any grain.

NUTRITION (per serving)  

302 cal, 26 g pro, 22 g carb,  

3 g fiber, 12 g sugars, 12.5 g fat, 

2.5 g sat fat, 844 mg sodium

YOGURT & PARMESAN  

FETTUCCINE ALFREDO

Serves 6

Prep time: 10 minutes

Total time: 30 minutes

1 lb fettuccine

1 Tbsp unsalted butter

1 clove garlic, minced

1 c full-fat Greek yogurt

½ c grated Parmesan 

2 Tbsp chopped flat-leaf 

parsley

Zest of 1 lemon

Torn fresh basil, for garnish

Prepare pasta per package 

directions. Drain, reserving  

1 cup water. Melt butter in 

skillet over medium heat. Add 

garlic and cook until fragrant, 

1 minute. Whisk in yogurt, 

cheese, parsley, and lemon 

zest. Add pasta and toss to 

coat, adding reserved water as 

needed to thin. Garnish with 

basil and serve.

NUTRITION (per serving)  

370 cal, 18 g pro, 58 g carb,  

3 g fiber, 5 g sugars, 7.5 g fat,  

4 g sat fat, 182 mg sodium

FOOD
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i n  t h e

Now

As told to Ronnie Polaneczky

Kathy Bressler has breast cancer.
That hasn’t stopped her

from choosing joy over fear.
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but it was still a shock when my  
doctor told me there was a malig-
nant tumor in my right breast. Even 
though I’d spent the past 35 years  
as a nurse and health care admin-
istrator—and I knew that one in 
eight women is diagnosed with the 
disease—nothing prepares you for 
that kind of diagnosis. I was in utter 
disbelief, especially when she told  
me that I had triple-negative breast 
cancer , an aggressive form without 
any targeted treatments. There was  
a good chance it would kill me. 

That night, my husband, Mike,  
and I cried in each other’s arms.  
We’d been married for 35 years, and 
we were scared to death. I was 55 and 
had just resigned as president of St. 
Clare Hospital, part of CHI Franciscan 
Health, in Lakewood, WA, to take a 
new job in Omaha, NE. I was going 
to be the senior vice president and 
chief nursing oicer for 16 hospitals 
throughout Nebraska and Iowa. After 
3 decades in the same community in 
which we’d raised our three children, 
Mike and I felt as excited as kids 
ourselves as we planned our move to 
Omaha. We were going to build our 
dream house there on a beautiful lake. 
Now cancer had stopped us cold. 

Right then, as I held on to Mike, 
a feeling of resolve came over me: I 
might have cancer, but I was still me. 
I’d always been an optimist, and now 
was not the time to quit. “The only 
way to get through this is by staying 
positive,” I told Mike, drying my tears. 
“Negativity is not an option.”

He wiped his eyes and smiled at me. 
“Cancer,” he said, “picked the wrong 
girl to mess with.”

I decided I would face cancer head-
on. Although my surgeon indicated 
I was a candidate for a lumpectomy, 
I made the diicult decision to have 
both breasts removed. I didn’t want 
to spend the rest of my life worrying 
about the cancer recurring. 

The night before my double mas-
tectomy, we had a big “bon voyage” 
dinner with friends to acknowledge 
the start of my journey. The gather-
ing was illed with laughter, big hugs, 
and all the encouragement I needed 
to face surgery the next morning, 
which would be followed by 22 weeks 
of chemo. 

After the surgery, I was in tremen-
dous pain but tried to focus on the 
positive. The pathologists had found 
three additional small tumors in my 
breast that the mammogram, ultra-
sounds, and MRIs had not detected. 
They also discovered cancer cells in 

Cancer fighter  Bressler underwent a double 

mastectomy and reconstruction, followed by 

chemotherapy. In July, she began what she hopes 

will be the last phase in her recovery: daily radi-

ation (bottom right). Her husband, Mike, walked 

her to her first treatment (top right).

My mother

and grandmother

both died of

breast cancer,

PERSONAL JOURNEY
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one lymph node. Even though that 
meant 5 weeks of daily radiation  
after chemo, I felt enormous grati-
tude that the double mastectomy  
had most likely saved my life. “I’m  
so lucky,” I groggily told Mike and all 
the friends who came to the hospital 
to wish me well. 

Once my wounds healed and chemo 
started, I knew I needed to be in 
charge, so before my hair began to 
thin, I planned a head-shaving party. 
Fifty-three friends came—and 20 
more FaceTimed in to ofer support. I 
so loved how I looked without hair—
ierce and tough, like G.I. Jane—that  
I never once wore the wig I’d bought. I 
felt like a warrior inside; now I looked 
like one on the outside, too.

When my eyebrows and eyelashes 
fell out, though, I got some temporary 
eyebrow tattoos and started using 
eyeliner for the irst time in my life 
to help me feel more like myself and 
look less like a cancer patient. It lifted 
my mood.

So did the daily walks and hot- 
yoga classes that had been my passion 
for years. At irst my doctor worried 
the yoga would dehydrate me, but I 
couldn’t imagine not getting on my 
mat. The classes centered me in the 
present and eased my anxiety. My 
doctor soon realized that yoga was 

nearly as important for me as the 
chemo. I experienced so few side 
efects from treatment and had such  
a cheerful outlook that he inally  
said, “Whatever you’re doing, keep 
doing it.”

The outpouring of love I received 
from friends, family, and my doctors 
and nurses also made a huge difer-
ence. My girlfriends have been my 
A-team. At least one of them, and 
usually more, attended every chemo 
session with me. My brilliant nurse, 
Krystal Morales, rearranged my che-
mo sessions so I could go right from 
the hospital to yoga class. We became 
so close that my last day of treatment 
was a bittersweet milestone; I was 
going to miss her. 

This is what many people don’t 

Breathing away fear  Practicing mindfulness and 

doing the yoga she’d always loved helped Bressler 

manage her anxiety. As soon as she received the 

OK from her doctors, she was back on her mat 

(above). To her, the moving meditation was as 

integral to her recovery as chemo and radiation. 

PERSONAL JOURNEY
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realize about cancer, especially if 
they’ve read cancer memoirs that 
focus mostly on the (very real) hard-
ships of treatment: The experience 
can also bring much goodness into 
your life, in the most beautiful and 
unexpected ways.

One time I’ll never forget was when 
my older brother stayed with me for 
a week immediately following my 
surgery. He wanted to take care of his 
little sister, and that’s exactly what he 
did. He drove me to treatment and 
made my meals. We’d always been 
close, but that week was a gift of time 
and love for both of us.

And I treasure a memory I have 
of my daughter, Laura, helping me 
shower a few days after surgery. I was 
hunched over in agony, wearing a 
heavy bra that held all the drains com-
ing out of my chest, and she was trying 
to wash me from outside the shower. 
It wasn’t going well.

“Mom,” she inally said, “I can’t 
reach you! Hang on.”

And she stripped down to her bra 
and panties, climbed in, and helped 
her naked, vulnerable mom get clean. 
It was the sweetest, most tender 
moment—and was just as real as the 
diicult moments were.

My new boss graciously ofered to 
hold my job for me while I completed 
my treatment in Washington, so I’ve 
been able to look toward the future 

with excitement. I know that my 
experience as a cancer patient will 
make me a better, more insightful 
nurse and leader. 

For now, though, I still have some 
work to do to get healthy. I’ve just 
begun radiation treatment and have 
already fallen in love with my new 
caregivers. When I’m inished, I’ll miss 
them as much as I miss Krystal—just 
as I’ll miss the staf of CHI Francis-
can Health when Mike and I move to 
Omaha this fall. 

Preparing for this new phase of our 
lives is keeping Mike and me focused 
and happy. Still, some friends ask, 
“Don’t you think you should just stay 
in Tacoma, where you’ve always been? 
Wouldn’t that be playing it safest?” 
They worry that, after the year I’ve 
had, it will be too stressful for me 
to begin a new job in a place where 
Mike and I will need to create a new 
network of friends.

I understand their concern. I love 
them for it.

But I answer that cancer has taught 
me that life is about living in the pos-
sibility of now, not the fear of tomor-
row, so there’s no need to play things 
safe. It’s taught me that I can deal 
with any problem. And it’s taught me 
that being optimistic about serious 
challenges—and cancer is as serious 
as it gets—doesn’t mean being cocky 
or naive; it means living your experi-
ences in ways that serve you best. 

Looking for the joy serves me best. 
It always has. Now cancer has remind-
ed me that it always will.  

Strength in numbers  Bressler credits the love 

and support of her friends and family for helping 

her find happiness during the darkest times. 
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Forest. Water. Silence. Three therapies use the natural 
world to provide stress relief and deep relaxation.

Nature Heals

BY BETSY ANDREWS
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Let the Forest 

Renew You
On a cool fall morning in the woods, sunlight  

laces through the canopy, illuminating details:  

the reddening edges of oak leaves; fallen chestnuts, 

their spiky casings split open; a silvery web spun 

between branches. A light wind carries scents of 

damp earth and pine. A guide leads a group to 

a grove of trees, inviting the participants to sit 

beneath the boughs and notice how their own 

breath feels as it mixes with the air around them. 

     The Japanese have a name for these guided 

relaxation walks in the woods: shinrin-yoku, or 

“forest bathing.” Relatively new to the US, the prac-

tice has been popular in Asia for several decades to 

help people ease stress. In Japan and South Korea, 

public parks even include forest therapy trails.

     Shinrin-yoku is diferent from other woodland 

experiences. It’s not hiking, in which part of the aim 

is exercise, or nature walking, in which participants 

learn about plants and wildlife. In forest bath-

ing, the idea is to slow down and appreciate the 

surroundings in a mindful way. Research by Daniel 

Brown at the University of Essex in the UK shows 

that the beneits of forest bathing include, in addi-

tion to stress reduction, improved mood, increased 

self-esteem, and a greater sense of well-being.

American doctors are taking notice, too. 

Suzanne Parrish Bartlett, an integrative medi-

cine specialist at Mercy Medical Center in Cedar 

Rapids, IA, prescribes forest bathing to her 

patients as a remedy for anxiety and stress. “We’re 

all seeking wellness,” she says. “In Western medi-

cine, we approach it in convoluted ways. What if 

it’s not that diicult? It’s a deeply healing practice 

to slow down, experience the senses, get outdoors, 

and explore.”
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Float Away 
from Stress

Few things are as soothing as the sensation of 

weightlessness in water. But while loating in 

a pool or pond is relaxing, it’s still necessary to 

remain alert so you can keep your head above 

water. Float spas deepen the peaceful experience. 

Their tanks are usually large plastic pods designed 

to create an environment of sensory deprivation 

that allows the mind to relax completely without 

physical concerns.

     The tanks are dark, silent, and odor-free, with air 

and water kept at a neutral temperature so they’re 

not perceived as warm or cold—or noticed at all. 

The nearly 1,000 pounds of Epsom salts added to 

the water support the body and head so thoroughly 

that it’s possible to fall asleep safely while loating. 

During a 1- or 2-hour session, with external sensa-

tions mued, people report that their burdens seem 

to loat away in the darkness as they relax to such an 

extent that they’re no longer aware of their bodies.

     Such loating is called “restricted environmental 

stimulation technique,” or REST. Although there 

isn’t a body of scientiic research on loat therapy 

yet, neurologist Christopher Winter, medical 

director of Charlottesville Neurology and Sleep 

Medicine in Virginia, thinks scientists’ interest 

will grow as more people try it and report positive 

results. Winter was curious enough to experiment 

with it himself after he learned that some of the 

sports teams he’s worked with were using the 

tanks. “What I experienced was the opposite of 

claustrophobia,” he says. “I felt like I was loating 

in space. I also experienced some kind of loss of 

consciousness, whether or not it was sleep, because 

the 2 hours went by very quickly. And the relaxation 

efect seemed to last for days afterward.”
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Experience the 
Quiet Cure

It’s impossible to stop the world, but you can  

stop the noise, at least temporarily. Creating  

a quiet sanctuary in a loud world can go a long 

way toward increasing feelings of peace and 

reducing stress. Silence is the basis of meditation, 

now practiced regularly by millions of Americans  

who make mini-retreats for themselves each day.  

But anyone can devise a makeshift silent retreat 

by inding a space to be alone and closing doors, 

turning of cell phones, and shutting down 

computers.

It’s easy to forget, surrounded as we are by all 

the sounds of modern life, that noise is actually 

a health hazard. Scientists believe that noise is 

potentially dangerous because it raises the levels 

of stress hormones such as cortisol and adren-

aline. Long-term exposure to loud noises can 

interrupt sleep, raise blood pressure, and increase 

the risks of heart attack and stroke. But even the 

constant noise of traic, trains, machinery, or 

blaring TVs can take its toll. A periodic escape 

into quiet, even for a few minutes a day, can not 

only provide relaxation but also improve focus and 

lessen the strain on the heart and nervous system.

“When we work with lab animals, from mice 

to monkeys, loud sounds are used as punish-

ment,” says David Yaden, a research fellow at the 

University of Pennsylvania’s Positive Psychology 

Center who also teaches relaxation techniques 

at a local hospital. “My irst thought, when we 

talk about silence, is that even thinking about it 

makes me feel peaceful.” It’s also not necessary to 

learn any kind of formal meditation technique, he 

says: “Just sit down and focus on your breath for 

several minutes.”  
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WEIGHT LOSS

  Yoga expert Tiffany Cruikshank discovered   

          that a simple technique helped her 

                      clients let go of stubborn pounds. 

                Here, she shares how it can happen—

                     and why you should try it.

Lose
Weight

Meditate
to
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 will never forget working 

with Leslie. When she came to my oice 

and shared her latest nutrition and 

exercise program with me, I was struck 

by how hard she’d tried to lose her extra 

weight. She followed a whole foods–

based diet. She worked out regularly. 

But no matter what she did, the busy 

47-year-old executive and mom of two 

could not shed those last 15 pounds. 

As I listened to her, however, I didn’t 

hear her mention a crucial element 

that I thought might help: meditation. 

When I suggested it, she was skeptical 

but game. She initially struggled to ind 

time for it in her schedule, but before 

long she began to see meditation as a 

highlight of her day. And it worked: 

While making no other changes to her 

routine, within 4 months Leslie had 

lost 15 pounds. I continued to see her 

once or twice a year for a few years, and 

she maintained that loss, looking more 

serene and younger each time I saw her.

Leslie was shocked by her transfor-

mation, but I wasn’t. I knew meditation 

had been studied and validated by 

some of the most prestigious medical 

institutions in the world. Millions of 

I
people have been subjected to sleep 

studies, blood tests, and brain scans to 

chronicle meditation’s efects on our 

bodies—research that has proved medi-

tation supports almost any efort to 

improve health, including pursuit of a 

healthy weight. In fact, a recent analysis 

of peer-reviewed studies that looked at 

mindfulness-based interventions like 

meditation to address eating behav-

iors related to weight gain—including 

overeating, binge eating, and emotional 

eating—found that participants in 86% 

of the studies showed improvement in 

achieving their weight-related goals. 

Meditation can lead to weight loss in 

multiple ways. First, it helps us let go of 

mental blocks that are no longer serving 

us. Before Leslie started meditating, 

she was living with outdated ideas 

about herself. In her mind she was 

an overweight woman, so she uncon-

sciously made decisions that kept her 

overweight. Meditation helped her have 

faith in a self-image that’s lean and vital. 

Adopting the simple practice can 

also help gently nudge unhelpful habits 

out of the picture. When you focus on 

developing a meditation practice, you’ll 

ind it’s much easier to embrace other 

healthy habits—and loosen the grip of 

unhealthy ones. I see this phenomenon 

every day in my clients. Few, however, 

exemplify it more clearly than Abby.

Abby came to me for acupuncture 

and nutritional counseling when she 

was having trouble getting pregnant. 

Every time she came to my oice, she 

would walk in and set her 32-ounce  

soft drink on my desk. And there it 
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Start Now! 

Your 

5-Minute 

Meditation
This simple practice 

will help you cultivate a 

deeper sense of aware-

ness so you can start to 

feed your body what it 

truly needs—whether 

that’s food, fun, intimate 

connection, or compas-

sion for yourself.

S
et your phone’s timer 

to 5 minutes. Begin

by paying attention 

to your breath for a minute 

or two. Then start to notice 

what you need right now, 

in this moment. Observe 

whether you’re hungry 

or if you’re craving sleep, 

movement, or love. Try to 

tap into the cravings and 

the feelings around them. 

Even more important, 

notice the sensations 

these thoughts create in 

your body. When the timer 

goes off, take a minute to 

finish by focusing on your 

breath again. When you’re 

ready, open your eyes and 

ask yourself: What is my 

body asking for? Continue 

asking yourself that 

question throughout the 

day. Remember, it’s about 

listening to your body and 

nurturing yourself with 

what’s best for you.

WEIGHT LOSS



Three Ways Meditation 
Can Help You Lose Weight

Although we still have to nourish ourselves with healthy foods and exercise, 

meditation can be a powerful supplement for weight loss. Here’s how it works.

1
You’re less likely to 

stress eat. A study 

by researchers at the 

University of California, San 

Francisco, found that the 

more a group of stressed-

out, overweight women 

meditated, the greater the 

decreases in their anxiety, 

chronic stress, and belly 

fat—without any changes 

to their diet. In another  

study, reported in the 

journal Appetite, research-

ers found that even among 

women with the largest 

stress hormone response, 

those who underwent a 

brief meditation course 

reported less frequent 

reward-based stress eating 

and binge eating and lost 

more weight than women 

who hadn’t taken the class. 

2 You’re more in tune 

with hunger cues. 

Multiple studies have 

found that meditation 

helps improve our aware-

ness of internal hunger 

and satiety signals, as well 

as our ability to regulate 

what and how much we 

eat. This helps you to 

naturally start to eat when 

you’re hungry and stop 

when you’re full.

3
You’ll fall asleep 

faster. Melatonin, a 

hormone that helps us fall 

asleep and stay asleep, 

increases with meditation. 

In fact, one study found 

that nighttime melatonin 

levels were almost five 

times higher in people 

who meditated, compared 

with those who didn’t. 

Why it matters: When 

you get more restorative 

sleep, every aspect of 

weight loss management, 

from making healthier 

food choices to having 

the energy to exercise, 

becomes easier.
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would sit, looming over the desk as 

I did her consultation. I tried every-

thing I could to convince her that her 

sugar-illed drink might be hurting her 

health. Still, no amount of information 

loosened Abby’s grip on soda.

Finally, I switched gears. I asked her 

why she felt she needed the drink. She 

said she originally started drinking soda 

to give her energy throughout her busy 

day. Now she’d become so dependent on 

it, she believed it kept her functioning. 

I inally got Abby to commit to 3 to 

5 minutes of meditation per day, and 

that’s all it took for her to start to iden-

tify her energy patterns and understand 

how she might manage her stress better. 

Soon, she felt empowered to phase out 

soda and began cutting down in incre-

ments, day by day. To her great surprise, 

she was managing her life just ine 

without the soda. In fact, she seemed to 

be doing better without it.

Weeks later, Abby felt great (and 

looked great, too). When she lost some 

weight, it was just a side beneit. The 

real gift came 3 months after starting 

meditation: Abby got pregnant after 

more than 2 years of trying to conceive.

As I’ve seen with my clients, medi-

tation also helps disrupt the cycle 

of self-criticism. When you begin to 

develop an awareness of the running 

commentary in your mind, you start to 

notice how often you are dismissive of 

yourself: I’m weak. I’m fat. I failed.

Once you realize this, you can slowly 

disengage from and inally release 

negative judgments. You can sit with 

your thoughts to extract their hidden 

messages: Oh, I’m craving sugar. 

I wonder why. Did I eat? Yes, I ate 

my lunch. I feel like I’ve been eating 

balanced meals. What is it? Well, maybe 

it’s because I’m having trouble with my 

spouse and craving companionship. 

Maybe it’s my job.

The reason you’re craving sugar 

could be anything—but the irst step is 

simply noticing the craving. The second 

is asking why. As meditation helps you 

identify what has held you back, you 

can begin to understand the connection 

between the self-defeating patterns you 

follow and the frustrating lack of prog-

ress you’ve made toward your goals. You 

can develop compassion for yourself, 

foibles and all. Once you’ve reached this 

peaceful place, your body can reveal 

its instinct for health—often enabling 

natural, efortless weight loss.

These foundational shifts may take 

a while to occur, but once they do, life 

suddenly seems easier, richer, more 

meaningful. We begin to heal lifelong 

injuries and set of on paths that had 

seemed hidden from us before.

All this begins with just a few 

minutes of meditation a day. When 

you tap the power of mindfulness, your 

quest to remove extra pounds is often 

just the beginning of a truly life- 

changing transformation.  

Adapted  from Meditate Your Weight: A 

21-Day Retreat to Optimize Your Metab-

olism and Feel Great, © 2016 by Tifany 

Cruikshank. Published by Harmony 

Books, an imprint of Penguin Random 

House LLC.

WEIGHT LOSS
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PETS

Is Your Pet Too Pudgy?
Dogs and cats have grown increasingly 

overweight in recent years. As their loving owner, 
you can help them slim down.

BY AMBER BRENZA
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Nix treats. 

Store-bought treats 

and chews have little 

nutritional value com-

pared with commercial 

foods, and some contain 

100-plus calories each. 

Healthier rewards: carrot 

and apple slices, green 

beans, or plain popcorn 

for dogs and tiny bits of 

zucchini or cooked chick-

en or fish for cats.

Assess portions.

Check pet-food labels to 

make sure you’re feeding 

your dog or cat based on 

his or her ideal weight, 

not current weight. Use

a measuring cup to be 

sure you’re not over- or 

underestimating.  

Get up and move.

For your heavy but oth-

erwise healthy dog, work 

up to at least two brisk 

30-minute walks a day. 

Most large breeds can 

handle two 1-hour walks. 

Exercise your cat with 

a feather teaser several 

times a day, have her 

chase the red dot of a laser 

pointer, or put some of her 

food in a food-dispensing 

toy that releases kibble 

when she bats it around.

Why more pets are plus-size

For one, dogs are less active than ever, says Susan 

Nelson, a clinical associate professor at Kansas State 

University’s College of Veterinary Medicine, in part 

due to increasingly sedentary owners who take them 

on fewer walks. But perhaps the biggest reason, for 

both dogs and cats, is simple: We overfeed them. Most 

owners eyeball and overestimate portion sizes—and 

many equate food with love and dole out too many 

treats, says Nelson. What’s more, most pets we see are 

heavy, so we don’t have a clear idea of what overweight 

actually looks like. “Many pet owners have been condi-

tioned to think pudgy pets are cute,” she says. 

How to tell whether your pet is overweight 

You should be able to easily feel (though not see) your 

pet’s ribs. Try the knuckle test: Hold your right hand 

out lat, palm down, then run your left ingers over the 

knuckles at the base of your right ingers. That’s what 

your pet’s ribs should feel like—easy to count without 

having to push into your pet’s body, says Cailin Heinze, 

a board-certiied veterinary nutritionist. Or look at 

your pet from above, suggests Nelson. The body should 

have an hourglass shape—broader at the chest, with a 

tuck before the hip bones. For the most accurate assess-

ment, ask your vet to check your pet’s body condition 

score. This score, based on a 5- or 9-point scale, de-

termines a healthy weight and allows your vet to ofer 

personalized feeding and exercise advice, says Nelson. 

THE SAFE WAY TO 

LOSE WEIGHT
If your pet is too heavy 

and you’ve ruled out 

a separate underlying 

cause, follow these tips.
F

ifty-eight percent of cats and 
54% of dogs are overweight 
or obese, according to a new 
survey. Up to 90% of owners 
don’t realize it—which is a 

problem because extra weight on your pet 
can cause diabetes, cancer, and heart and 
joint diseases, among other conditions. 
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ART THERAPY

A
S THE famous  

haiku above 

demonstrates, these 

tidy poems can be amazingly 

efective at capturing a single 

crystalline image or emotion. 

A poetic form with roots  

in 17th-century Japan,  

the haiku seems tailor-made 

for today: slight enough—

three short lines in a 

5/7/5-syllable pattern— 

to write several over your 

morning cofee.   

We’re hoping the haiku on 

this page imparts a peaceful 

spirit along with inspiration 

to write your own on the 

right. Though its brevity may 

make a haiku seem easy to 

write, the focus and clarity 

required may challenge busy 

people. But once undertaken, 

it relaxes by tapping into joy, 

memory, and the senses. Try 

your hand at it and see, then 

ind extra calm by coloring 

the surrounding design.

Show Us Your Art

Send us your haiku and 

you might be featured 

in Prevention!* See 

p. 7 for latest reader 

artwork. Upload at 

prevention.com/ 

art-submissions or on 

social media with  

#PreventionArtTherapy. 

*Must be US resident and at least 18. By submitting artwork to Rodale, you grant Rodale permission to feature the 
artwork in Prevention and use it for editorial or promotional purposes in any form of media, including social media.

Haiku for 
Happiness
Just three simple lines
to relieve stress and ofer
some serenity
BY DANIEL GALEF



5 syllables

7 syllables

5 syllables
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DIY Herbal  
Mouthwash

Scented Candles  
May Be Toxic

Stretches to Make You  
Feel So Good


